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Chapter 1

Quarks In The Nucleon

Deep inelastic scattering of leptons off hadrons has. proven to be an excellent tool to

probe the elementary structure of hadrons. It has shown the 'existence' of quarks in the

nucleon. It also has provided one of the clearest tests of the fundamental theory of the

strong interactions, quantum chromodynamics (QCD). The quantities measured in deep

inelastic scattering (DIS) <tre the quark and gluon momentum distributions in hadrons.

They encompass the (unknown) nonperturbative aspects of the theory, specifically the

confinement of quarks in hadrons. Rigorous connections between quark distributions and

properties of hadrons are established through sum rules. The above main aspects of deep

inelastic scattering will be discussed in this chapter.

In chapter 2 a general introduction to one specific model, the spectator model will be

given. In a simple picture of the nucleon the spectator is a diquark system. Using field

theoretical methods one is able to treat all the kinematics in a correct way and assure the

validity of QCD-based sum rules. In chapter 3 the effects of interactions between quarks

and gluons and the subsequent Q2 evolution of structure functions are treated, as well

as some of the problems arising at small x. This will be applied to the diquark spectator

model in chapter 4, leading to various results that can be compared to the experiments.

Finally the application of the same formalism to nuclear structure functions is treated in

chapter 5 in connection with quark exchange effects in nuclei.
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flavor
down
up
strange
charmed
bottom
top

notation
d
u
s
c
b
t

charge
-1/3
+2/3
-1/3
+2/3
-1/3
+2/3

mass
~ 8 MeV
~ 4 MeV
~ 150 MeV
~ 1.2 GeV
~ 4.5 Gel/
> 80GeV

Table 1.1: Charges and (mesonic constituent) masses of the six quarks.

1.1 The Static Quark Model

Originally quarks where proposed by Gell-Mann [I] and Zweig [2j to explain the growing

number of observed hadrons. All mesons and baryons can be built with the quarks that

are considered elementary spin 1/2 fermions and have the quantum numbers of table

(1.1). Natural units (k = c = 1) have been used, as everywhere in this thesis.

There are six quark flavors. The 6 anti-quarks, which are not in the table have the

same mass, but opposite charge and flavor. Furthermore the (anti) quarks have the

quantum number color in the sense that quarks belong to the defining representation 3

of SU[3)coior and the antiquarks belong to the conjugate representation 3". The total

wave function for the hadrons, can be written as the color 3 flavor 0 spin © config-

uration space wave function. The lightest hadrons contain only up (u) and down (d)

quarks. Because they are both massless on a hadronic mass scale they can be con-

sidered as an isospin doublet, belonging to the defining two dimensional representation

2 of SU(2)iS0,pin. Instead of upness and downness one has the two eigenstates of Iz,

h[u) = +1/2 and h(d) = —1/2. Since the strong interactions, which hold the quarks

together in hadrons, do not feel the flavor of a quark, one can explore this SU(2)i,oapm

symmetry to build hadrons with a definite isospin. In figure (1.1) this is shown for one

(q), two (q2) and three (q3) quarks. Higher dimensional representations for two and three

quark configurations are then obtained by calculating the corresponding SU(2) tensor

products. In this way one can construct a baryon with I = \ (nucleon) or / = | (delta).
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Figure 1.1: Building representations of SU(2) isospin.
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Figure 1.2: Kounj diagrams showing the decomposition of the symmetric SU(4) repre-
sentation into 577(2) ® 5(7(2) representations.
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Since the spin wave function also transforms according to SU(2), it is constructed in

the same way. For the lightest hadrons one assumes a spherically symmetric (s-wave)

orbital wave function. In order to obey the Pauli principle, which states that the total

wave function has to be antisymmetric under the interchange of two fermions, one has

to antisymmetrize the remaining SU(3)coiOT 0 SU(2)i.o^n ® SU(2)sv,n wave function. In

particular, for the A + + one has for the isospin ® spin part:

| A + + > = u T u T u T - (1-1)

This is totally symmetric under the interchange of any two quarks, and has to be multi-

plied by an antisymmetric color wave function [3]. The singlet color wave function:

II) = —7={rgb - grb + gbr - bgr + brg - rbg) (1.2)
v6

is common to all baryons. In the same way as for the A + + . a group theoretical analysis

shows that the symmetric isospin ® spin wave function of e.g. the proton is:

|pT) = -^(2uTuT<U+2uTd|uT+2<a«M-«T«idT-u|«TdT-u?rfTui
Vl8

-uldUl-dUUl-dUlui)- (1-3)

The antisymmetric color wave function (1.2) also provides an explanation for the fact

that the nucleon has spin 1/2 and isosf in 1/2 and the delta has spin 3/2 and isospin 3/2,

while no s-wave baryons with e. g. spin 1/2 and isospin 3/2 exists. This is so because

the symmetric SU(4) spin <g> isospin wave function is decomposed into SU(2) ® SU{2)

representations according to figure (1.2). The SU(M) 0 SU(N) content of a general

SU(MN) representation can be found in the review by Itzykson and Nauenberg [4j.

More on the theory of Young diagrams and group theory in general can be found in the

book by Hamermesh [5].

The quarks are bound in the hadrons within a volume with a size of one fermi

(1 fm = 10~ls m). The forces that hold the quarks together are mediated by the

gluons. These gluons are the SU{3) gauge bosons, which arise when one postulates the

color symmetry to be local [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11]. This gauge theory for the strong inter-

actions, quantum chromodynamics (QCD), has three elementary vertices in the axial
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Figure 1.3: Elementary QCD vertices.

gauge v. here the ghcst field disappears, see fig. (1.3). Due to gauge in variance, all these

vertices have the same strength a,, which becomes scale dependent after renormaliza-

tion, i. e. aa(Q
2). In here, Q2 is the typical energy squared of the process. At large

(hadronic) distance scales the strong coupling constant grows and perturbation theory

breaks down. By simulating QCD on a four dimensonal lattice in a computer many inter-

esting properties of hadrons can be reproduced. However, the analytical understanding

of the non-pertarbative aspects of the theory has not evolved yet to a level where the

behavior of quarks in the nucleon can be described in terms of QCD. Therefore modeis

are needed. These models in general have to incorporate the observed fact that there are

no free quarks or gluons. They are always confined within a colorless meson or baryon.

A successful model of this kind is the MIT bag model [12], in which the kinetic energy

of the quarks competes with the energy of creating a hole in the negative energy non-

perturbative vacuum outside the baryon. This gives rise to a minimum of the energy as

a function of the bag radius.

1.2 Electro-Weak Processes On The Nucleon

1.2.1 Introduction

An excellent tool for studying the constituents of nuclei and nucleons is a beam of lep-

tons. This is so because the lepton-quark interaction is weak «nd simple. Therefore the

measured scattering process can directly be translated into the behavior of the quarks

in the nucleon. The quark-lepton interaction is described by the exchange of a gauge

boson between the quark and the lepton. In the case of electromagnetic interactions this

is the photon and for weak interactions it is one of the three bosons II'* or Z°. These

interactions are shown in fig. (1.4) in the form of elementary vertices. The process in
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u,d / u,d / u
'u,d /a,d / d / u

Figure 1.4: Elementary electro-weak processes.

hadroruc
final state 1

P

(a) (b)

Figure 1.5: Electron scattering off a proton, inclusive electron nucleon scattering (a).
Elastic scattering (b).

which leptons (e ,e+,fi~,fi+,vc,uc) are scattered off a proton is dominated by the ex-

change of one gauge boson (7, Z°, W±), which then probes the constituents of the proton

(up. down and possibly strange or even heavier quarks). If the hadronic final state is

not measured, one speaks about inclusive scattering. If it is equal to the initial state one

has elastic scattering. See fig. (1.5). Both processes serve to study the dynamics of the

quarks in the nucleons, and indirectly of the gluons, which hold them together.
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1.2.2 Inclusive lepton-hadron scattering

The differential cross-section for inclusive scattering (e+target —> e'+ anything) is given

by (no summation over initial target spins):

J tpfc "/ . J3p. "I

where k = (E, k) and k' = (E',k') are the four momenta of the incoming and scattered

electron and P = (M,5) denotes the momentum of the nucleon. The flux factor for the

incoming nucleon and electron is denoted by J = iyj(P.k)2 — M2m2, which is equal to

J = 4ME in the rest frame of the nucleon (neglecting the mass of the electron). The

sum runs over all hadronic final states / , which are not observed. Each hadronic final

state consists of n/ particles with momenta p,. The T-matrix of the process (fig. (1.5a))

can be separated into a leptonic tensor /"" and a hadronic tensor W":

T 2 a2

h4?r Q4 ( L 5 )

where a is the electromagnetic fine structure constant and Q7 = —q2 = —(A- — k')2. The

tensor /"" is simple and known, while W"" describes the internal structure of the nucleon.

It is expressed in terms of the transition current as:

2MW" = ^ -^( / ' ,5 !y ' ' | / ) ( / | J ' ' |P ,5) (2 J r^ ( J P4 9 -p / ) (1.6)

= 1. jd4xe'^(P,S\{J-{x).r(0)]\P.S) (1.7)

= -Im r"", (1.8)

where r is the amplitude for forward Compton scattering, which will be of use in chapter

(2) and the latter equality is the optical theorem.

The cross section can now be written as:

(1-9)dE' sin 9d9d(j> q* E *""

in which the meaning of the angles 9 and 0 is shown in fig. (1.6). In most applications

the leptons are ultra-relativistic. The lepton mass can then be neglected. The leptonic
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tensor /"" is given by the square of the elementary spin 1/2 current (summed over final

spins):

/*" = '£u(k,sh"u(k',S'Hk',s')'f"u(k,s, (1.10)

= fi(*,*)y|(V«(fc,*) ( l . i i )

= 4/fc"*" - 2 ( * V + * V ) "- O V " + 1irntuuX°qxsa, (1.12)

and consists of a symmetric and an antisymmetric part in the indices u and v. For a

helicity state, the polarization vector is proportional to the four momentum: s = k/m.

Using Lorentz covariance, gauge invariance and C,P and T jnva.iance of the strong

interactions the hadronic tensor W" can be parametrized in terms of four scalar structure

functions Wx{x,Q2), W2(x,Q2), Gj(x,Q2) and G2(T,Q2). They depend only on the two

invariants Q2 = —q.q and P.q (= Mv in the rest frame of the nucleon), or alternatively

on Q2 and the dkiiensionless Bjorken variable i = Q2/2P.q. Splitting the symmetric and

anti-symmetric part of i.he hadronic structure tensor we have:

W" = W"^ + H/"**-4', (1.13)

with

** ( ^) [ ( -^) (^-^) ]^ , (1,4)
(1.15)

where n is the polarization vector of the nucleon (n2 = — 1).

The differentia] cross section for unpolarized electron hadron scattering can now be

expanded in the scalar structure functions by contracting the symmetric tensor (1.14)

with the leptonic tensor (1.12):

or in terms of F\ = MW\ and F2 = fW2,
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Figure 1.6: Kinematics for polarized scattering, n is the polarization vector of the nv-
cleon.

with y = v/E.

The anti-symmetric W"^ can onl3' be determined if the nucleon is polarized, because

it is linear in the polarization vector n of the nucleon. Furthermore only the contraction

with the antisymmetric part of /"" yields a nonzero result. The lepton thus also has to

be polarized.

Performing the contraction between the antisymmetric part of the leptonic (1.12) and

the hadronic tensor (1.15) the difference of the cross sections for oppositely polarized

electrons scattering off nucleons (dAcr) is expressed as [13]:

+ sin a cos <f> sin 6E' {MG\ +2EG2)}. (1.18)

or in terms of gx = M2vG\ and g2 = Mv2G2,

dAo _ 4a
dxdydtf> Q'd

(1.19)

+ sinacos<J(« - 1) h - y - ^ ( K -

J wi th K = 1 + Q2 jv2. T h e definition of t h e angles a , 9 and <z> is displayed in fig. (1.6) .

; In the case of neutrino hadron scattering the lepton-hadron interaction is weak and

parity invariance can not be used to restrict the number of independent structure func-
i

tions. A consequence of this is that a third structure function. IV3 is encountered. The

: hadronic tensor is parametrized as:
}

j 2MW" = -?- fd4xe"II(P,S\[J^(x).Jl'(O)]\P,S) (1.20)
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+ iwjZZjjpZ. (1.23,

however the structure functions W,|,5,6 appear in the cross section proportional to the

lepton mass squared i.e. they are negligible in the limit where the lepton is relativistic.

1.2.3 Elastic lepton-hadron scattering

If the final hadronic state is a nucleon (see fig. (1.5)), one specific contribution in the

inelastic cross section is singled out (|/) = \PS)) in equation (1.6)) and the explicit

electromagnetic current of the nucleon in terms of the structure functions Fi(Q2) and

FziQ2)-, which should not be confused with the dimensionless structure functions of the

same name, can be used:

where C, P and T invariance, gauge invariance, hermiticity and the on mass shell condi-

tion of the nucleon have been used. Often one uses the Sachs electric and magnetic form

factors, GB and GM, which are most closely related to the non-relativistic charge and

current distributions;

GE(Q2) = F,(Q2) + F2(Q
2) (1.25)

GM(Q2) = F^)-^F2(Q
2). (1.26)

At the real photon point, Q2 = 0, only the charge and magnetic moment of the nucleon

are probed. For the proton one has:

G?E(0) = 1 (1.27)

GX,(0) = iip = 2.793 (1.28)

and for the neutron:

GJ(0) = 0 (1.29)

GJ,(0) = /iB =-1.913 (1-30)
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A phenomenologically useful parametrization of the form factor of the proton is a

dipole function:
r r>2 1 ~ 2

(1.31)

The magnetic form factors satisfy approximately the relation:

In the non-relativistic approximation GE(Q2) is the Fourier transform of the charge

distribution of the quarks in the proton. The fact that the (much smaller) neutron form

factor is not really zero ultimately boils down to the presence of a relative position shift

of the light quark flavors. Experimentally G^[Q2) is not very well determined, because

it is small compared to the G?£(Q2) and the neutron is not a stable particle. In practice

the neutron is observed in the deuteron, of which the wave function is not exactly known.

Nevertheless a good fit to the data [14] is obtained with the GKMSW parametrization:

G"E(Q2) =-j^GKQ2), (1.33)

where CE(Q2) is the dipole form factor (1.31). r = Q2/(4M2), /*„ is the magnetic moment

of the neutron and p = 5.6 is a fit parameter.

In weak interactions both the vector current and the axial current play a role. The

charged axial vector current between nucleon states is parametrized as:

(PVUP) = «(P') [7H7.^.4(?2) + q^hA(q2)] TV u(p), (1.34)

in which r, takes care for the isospin flow in the process. The functions gA and h.A are

the axial form factors of the nucleon. The axial charge of the proton has been measured

to be gA(0) * 1.26.

1.3 The Bjorken limit

1.3.1 Structure functions in the Bjorken limit

In the limit Q2 —» oo at fixed x, which is the Bjorken limit the dimensionless structure

functions Fi(x,Q2) and F?(x,Q2) are observed to be independent of Q2 [15] (up to
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logarithmic corrections). This is known as Bjorken scaling [16], which can be understood

theoretically if the nucleon consists of free partons [17]. Then F\ and F? are related

through the Callan-Gross relation F2(x) = 2iFi(x). In terms of longitudinal (L) and

transverse (T) structure functions (see appendix (B)) this implies that Fi(x, Q2) vanishes,

while FT(X,Q2) scales. These model predictions are modified by calculable logarithmic

scaling violations and higher twist corrections.

The hadronic tensor for a pointlike fermion such as a quark is simply:

= i J d-35)

where m is the quark mass and with

t»" = htr Y(cv - CA75W + m)Y(cv - cA7S)(t + m)(\ + 7
5^). (1.36)

In here the strengths of the vector current cy and the axial vector current cA are left

open, because the vector and axial vector couplings depend on quark flavor and type of

gauge boson exchanged. Because cv — cAj5 is a projection operator if the current has a

V (cv = 1, CA = 0) or V — A (cv = 1/2, CA = 1/2) structure one can use the following

formula:

where the polarization vectors e± and £L of the gauge boson are defined in appendix (B).

So the projections in the Bjorken limit are:

t+ = tftlwt\=2(cv + cA)(p.q-mn.q) (1.38)

t. = tTt^tu_ = 2(cv - cA){p.q + m n.q) (1.39)

tL = eLMWI = 0. (1.40)

Together with the expression for the structure function (1.35) this gives for V or V — A

currents:

*•+

F_

FL

— 7Tl£ tW ( l l /C
1 ' —

= me5"tuH1/£5 =

1

o,

9
+ n3

2

(cv -

(cv -

hcA)S(l-z)

-cA)S(l-z)

(1.41)

(1.42)

(1.43)
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in which z = Q2/(2p.q).

In the case of antiquarks one has:

f" = l-tn"{cv - C/475)(/ - m)Y(cv - cA-t5)(i, - m)(l + 7^), (1-44)

in which case (again only for cv = 1, <U = 0 or cv = 1/2, c^ = 1/2):

F+ = = i ^ 2 ! ( c , - c > i ) « ( l - * ) (1-45)

i±2l r) (1.46)

F t = = 0 . (1.47)

Folding these structure function with the light cone momentum fraction probability

density f(y) of quarks in the nucleon gives the basic quark-parton model result:

F(x) = / ' ^-6(1 - -)f(y) = / ( i ) .
Jo y y

(1.48)

For unpolarized neutrino-proton scattering the current has the V — A (cv = CA = 1/2)

structure and with explicit flavor dependence one finds:

Ff(x) = d(x) (1.49)

F'f(x) = u{x) (1.50)

Flp(x) = u(*) (1.51)

Flp(x) = d{x). (1.52)

(Most authors have the convention F(x) — 2q(x).)

In the case of electron scattering one can consider the symmetric and antisymmetric

transverse structure functions: F j (x) = 2m<"+W{li,l,}t''+ = 2mt'J?iV{ll_l,}("_ and Fy (x) =

The corresponding tensors t+l_ = 2mv are all identical.both for quarks and anti-

quarks. The longitudinal projection vanishes again in the Bjorken limit: ti = 0. Dis-

playing the flavor dependence explicitly, one has for the unpolarized transverse structure
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functions:

F?S)(x) = |(uB(i) + «n(x)) + i(rf,,(x) + i (x)) + i(«B(*) + iB(x)). (1.54)

In here one has summed the distributions over the quark spin: q(x) = qi(x) + ql{x).

Using isospin symmetry one defines:

up(x) = dn(x) = u(x) (1.55)

dp(x) = un(x)=d(x) (1.56)

sp(x) = sn(x) = s(x), (1.57)

and similar for the antiquark distributions. The structure functions of proton and neutron

can thus be written as:

= ^(u(x) + *(x)) + ̂ (d(x) + d(x)) + ̂ (s(x) + s(x)) (1.58)

Fr{S](x) = l{d{x) + J(x)) + j{u[z) + u{x)) + ^(8ix) + S(x)). (1.59)

In order to write the polarized structure functions in the same way one defines: &q(x) =

itx) - a|(x). Then:

) + Afi(x)) + i(AJ(s) + AJ(r)) + i(Aj»(r) + As(x)) (1.60)

J + Ad(x)) + i{Au(x) + AS(i)) + 1(AJ(X) + A«(x)).(1.61)

Because for most quantum numbers only the difference of quarks and antiquarks

contributes to the net quantum number of the nucleon, it is useful to separate the valence

quarks from sea quarks:

q(x) + q(x) = qv(x) + q,(x), (1.62)

with:

qv(x) = q(x)-q(x) (1.63)

q.(x) = 2q(x). (1.64)
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In the most simple quark model of the nucleon there are no sea quarks or gluons and

the nucleon only consists of three valence (up and down) quarks with identical quark

wave functions. In such a simple model all quark distributions are proportional to one

normalized "master" distribution 9(1). This corresponds to the assumption of exact

SU(4) symmetry. From the proton wave function (1.3) one then obtains:

Now

1.3.

. the

2

ratios of structure

Sum rules

«,(*) =

«i(*) =

d,(x) =

rf,(x) =

functions simply

F£(S)(x)
Fps\x)
Fv^A\x)
Fp^sHx)

I'M

| 9 ( x ) .

have constant values:

2
3

5
9'

(1.65)

(1.66)

(1.67)

(1.68)

(1.69)

(1.70)

Integrals over the quark distributions have simple interpretations, because the distribu-

tions are probability distributions (1.48). The following integrals are fixed by the charges

(or equivalently the number of up and down quarks) of the nucleons:

dx(u(x) - u(x)) = 2 (1.71)

f dx(d(x) - d(x)) = i. (1.72)
Jo

The nucleon has no net strangeness:

fdx(s(x)-s(x)) = Q. (1.73)
JO

The second moment of a parton distribution is the light cone momentum fraction, carried

by that particular flavor. For this one has:

/ ' dxx \u{x) + u(x) + d(x) + d(x) + s(x) + §{x)] < 1. (1.74)
JO t J
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This sum rule can be smaller than 1 because the gluons also have to be considered. Al-

though they cannot be seen in lepton scattering experiments directly, they do contribute

to the momentum of the nucleon.

The first moment of a polarized distribution is the intrinsic spin fraction, since it

measures the number of quarks with spin up minus the number of quarks with spin

down. In the naive parton model the spin of the nucleon is completely carried by the

intrinsic spin of the quarks. However, in other models part of the spin may be carried by

the angular momentum of the quarks and gluons and/or the intrinsic spin of the gluons.

So:

/ ' dx( Au(i) + Au(z)Arf(x) + AJ(i) + As(x) + As(i)) < 1. (1.75)/
Jo

The above quantities are combinations of all flavors which must be extracted from the

unpolarized or polarized structure functions for different processes, involving different

targets (proton, neutron) and different lepton beams (electrons, neutrino's).

The difference of the proton and neutron structure function

Ff(x) - F?(x) = 1 [u(x) + , ( x ) d(x) d{x]) ( L 7 6 )

is an interesting quantity, because its first moment, the Gottfried sum rule (GSR) [18],

is a direct measure of symmetry breaking in the sea. The naive value in the pure valence

picture is 1/3. The actual value is

/•» J F2"(x) - Ff(x)
ba = I dx ( ! • '< )

Jo x

i A A JO

I - fj(x)
ox

./o

(1.78)

= 0.240 ±0.016, (1.79)

as has recently been been measured by the New Muon Colloboration (NMC) by a com-

parison of proton and deuteron data [19]. Although this value depends somewhat or.

an extrapolation to very low i , using Regge behavior, it clearly is an indication for the

non-trivial structure of the sea.
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1.3.3 Counting rules

The structure functions near x = 1 can be related to the asymptotic behavior of the form

factor. In the (scalar) quark core constituent model [20, 21] the form factor is, according

to old fashioned perturbation theory (OFPT) in the infinite momentum frame, given by:

F(Q2)= / ' — ^ — . /d»ifcr^(tT,xW*r + ( l - r ) f f , * ) . (1.80)
Jo x(l — x) J

In here V7 is the light cone wave function of the quark-core system. The nucleon with

momentum (/*+ (M2/2P); Or, P) moves with infinite momentum P —* oo in the direction

of the z axis. The (spacelike) photon is chosen to only have a transverse component.

The transverse momentum of the photon and quark are denoted by qr and kj-. x The

momentum fraction of the quark along the z axis is x. All particles are on mass shell.

For large s, with

(*+*) + £ . ( ,
where m2 and A2 are respectively the quark and core mass, the wave function has been

argued to be [20]:

1> ~ s-NG(x). (1.82)

For large Q2, the form factor thus behaves as .' /Q2N- On the other hand.

F(Q) = £-%r^r){'Pkri"(kr,*) (1-83)

= f dxf{x). (1.84)
Jo

So, for the parton distribution f(x), one has for x —» 1 that f(x) —» (1 — a:)2^"1. This

relation between the asymptotic behaviors of the form factor and the structure function

is known as the Drell-Yan-West relation [22, 23]. Furthermore, on dimensional grounds

' N is associated with the number of constituents in the nucleon [24, 25]. For a nucleon

| consisting of 3 valence quarks one finds N = 2, hence qv(x) ~ (1— x)3 and F(Q2) ~ 1/Q*,

{ which agrees well with the experiments. The structure functions however have not been

| measured accurately near x = 1, but parametrizations of the structure functions for the

I leading (up) quark in the proton agree more or less with the expectations. The component
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in the nucleon with the least number of particles dominates the large Q2 behavior of the

form factor and the large i behavior of the quark distributions.



Chapter 2

The spectator model

The parton model, described in section (1.3.1). can describe most DIS data. However

it does not predict anything about the quark distributions. Turning to the result in

equation (1.7) we can consider deep inelastic structure functions as the Fourier transform

of current-current correlation functions. The integrand contributes mainly in the region

of less rapid oscillations. Since q+ —* — Mx and q~ —> 2v it is seen that: x+ = O(\/.\1x)

and i_ = O(l/v). Furthermore causality requires x2 > 0. So 0 < x2 = i+x_ — x\ <

x+x_ = O(\jQ2). Therefore DIS probes the lightcone x2 ~ 0 and due to the vanishing

of the running strong coupling constant a,(Q2) in DIS, the quark moves freely on the

lightcone after the interaction with the photon. Modifications that arise from *he fact

that a, is not really zero will be treated in chapter (3).

In this chapter the role of the system that is not hit by the virtual photon, the

spectator system, will be considered. The deep inelastic cross sections or equivalently

the imaginary part of the forward Compton amplitudes will be calcjlated by using a

field theoretical description. In order to come to such a description it is necessary to

incorporate the target and quarks (and possibly gluons) in one model. We will do this

by introducing a vertex coupling the target to a quark and a spectator state. For deep

inelastic processes we assume that the spectator and the quark after the interaction can

be treated as physical final states. It will be shown that kinematical effects due to the

mass of the spectators have interesting consequences for physical observables, that do not

depend on details of the way in which the target-spectator-quark vertex is parametrized.

23
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If the target is a nucleon, it can be considered as being built from three quarks in

relative s-waves. Removing one quark, the Pauli principle only allows for the remaining

diquark state to have isospin (/) and spin (5) combinations (7,5)=(0,0) or (1,1), which

we will refer to as Singlet and Triplet diquarks. Due to the color magnetic interaction in

the diquark the mass degeneracy of the 5 and T diquarks vanishes. After the description

of the general formalism in this chapter and the inclusion of QCD corrections in chapter

(3), this application of the spectator model for DIS will be worked out in chapter (4).

Another application is in the calculation of nuclear structure functions. The spectator

here is the 3A — 1 quark system that is not hit. The nucleus-spectator-quark vertex will

be related in chapter (5) to a non-relativistic momentum distribution of the quark in the

nuclear rest frame, which has recently been calculated in a second quantized formalism

for 2H, 6Li and i4N [26]. Aspects of the EMC effect can then be studied.

2.1 Structure functions in the spectator model

Using the operator product expansion (OPE) [27], it can be shown that in deep inelastic

scattering the quark (that is hit by the virtual photon) moves freely on the lightcone

(apart from perturbative QCD corrections) [28, 29]. Diagramaticaly this means that the

"cats ear diagrams" (2.1a) are suppressed (modulo logarithms) by powers of Q2, relative

to the incoherent diagrams (2.1b).

The intermediate states in fig. (2.1b) can now be approximated by the sum of all

configurations ( qq, qqg, qqqq, ... ) which combine with the struck quark to the quantum

numbers of the target. (See fig. (2.1c).) With the help of the optical theorem:

21mm = £ f » V ( w - p,) \\rjif . (2.1)

these ideas can be reformulated in terms of the break up processes of fig. (2.2). In

applications only the lightest spectator states are kept in the expansion. Heavier states

contribute less to the structure functions, because it is kinematically harder to create

them. Summarizing, the basic assumptions in the spectator spectator model are:
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Figure 2.1: "Cats ear" (a) and incoherent (b) diagrams. Expansion of the direct diagram
into a sum over- intermediate states (c)

Figure 2.2: The impulse approximation as a sum of break up processes.
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(1) The impulse approximation will be used. The cross section is an incoherent sum of

contributions from the quarks. This gives the leading twist contribution to the structure

function of the target.

(2) It is assumed that the relevant final states can be described as plane waves for the

struck quark with momentum p\ and the residual spectator state with momentum pi-

(3) Although th~ spectator and quark states are not physical, they are treated as such,

having well-defined masses ni2 and m, respectively. This implies that the quark con-

stituent p is off-mass-shel). Provided (M — m2) ! < m2, it is easy to see that p2 < m2.

(4) The dynamics of the target is described by a relativistic quark-spectator-target vertex.

Within this model the structure function (1.6) can be expressed as:

2MW»" = ±-J ^y42*t(pl ~ ml)2wS(Pl - m2)%°)%?)(P.S\Jr\f)(f\JH\P, 5), (2.2)

in which the matrix element (f\Ju\P,S) for a spin 1/2 target equals

{f\JJP,S) = -u (p i , « i ) i / * (p , , «2 )%^^ j* I'IP.S), (2.3)

where 4> is the vertex that connects the quark with spectator and target and pi and pi

are the momenta of the quark and the spectator in the final state. The momentum of

the hit quark, p, is equal to p = p\ — q = P — P2- The vertex $ connects the spin spaces

of these particles and furthermore depends on their momenta and isospins. It can also

depend on the polarization vector n of the target, but this dependence is not present for

a spherically symmeHc distribution. The function *?(P2,-S2) is the polarization vector of

the spectator. After carrying out the quark and spectator spin sums, we obtain for the

squared matrix element:

(P,S\Jl\f){f\J,\P,S)= (2.4)

« • ( * 5). (2-5)

In this equation \{p2) is the spin sum for the spectator analogous to the quark spin sum

(h + m).
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2.1.1 The phase space integral

The integral

/ ^ 2
 ? ? • • • (2-6)

(2.7)

can be written as a one dimensional integral, using the delta function and azymuthal

symmetry. In the Bjorken limit the components of q" = (i/,0,0, — |q|) become large with

v —• oo and Q2 —• oo and their ratio x — Q2j(2Mv) fixed. The lightfront momentum

components q* = q°±q3 behave like: q~ = v + y/v2 + Q2 —» oo and q+ = v — y/v2 + Q2 —>

-Mx.

The above integral can now simply be rewritten to

with

p3 = JV* + m\-M(\-x) (2.9)

The value of p3 must be within the integration limits for p3 in order for the delta function

to give a nonvanishing contribution. This occurs for p2 > pJ,iB with

^ 2M(l-i) J ' ( '
yielding finally

Mr^!L (2 m
Aw Jpi 2E2 2|q|

Equivalently one can use the relations between p2, p2 and p2 arising from the on

mass shell condition for the spectator;

' (2-12)

= ^-T^r^-r^ (2-i3)

and

p2 = 2(l-x)My/p2 + m2-(l-x)2M2-m2, (2.14)



n 2£2 2|q| '" ' ~

4?r J<-p*)mm 2M 2|q|
dp2, 1
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to express (2.11) as:

(2 17)

4TTJO 2 A f ( l - x ) 2 | q f " ' K '

with

(-p2)™ = ^ ~ [m\ ~ M2(l - i)] . (2.19)

These various forms are useful depending on the form of the integrand which could be

obtained in various ways e. g. using lightcone wave functions, non-relativistic wave func-

tions or a field theoretical calculation using Feynman diagrams. Equivalently the phase

space integration can be obtained by performing a loop integration in the calculation of

the Compton amplitude. This will be outlined in section (2.2), where the sum rules are

discussed.

The expression for the structure function in the impulse approximation is thus:

E22\q\(?-n,ir

with

M"" = -U{P, .?)*(/* +m)7u(j>i + rn)x(pi)'rv(fi+ >v)$U(P, 5). (2.21)

In appendix (C) the corresponding results for finite Q2, useful in the calculation of the

logarithmic violations of scaling in chapter (3), are derived.

2.1.2 Discrete symmetries of the vertex function

For the calculation of the matrix element M"" it is necessary to specify the vertex 4>(p, P),

which depends on the dynamics of the target. The form of the vertex will be discussed

in the chapters (4) and (5), where applications of the model will be treated. However,

because of C, P and T invariance of the strong interactions, and the on mass shell con-

dition f= M of the target, one can restrict the number of independent scalar functions
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in $(p, P). The P and T invariance are respectively expressed as:

*(p,P) (2.22)

T$'(p,P)T = $(p,P), (2.23)

with V = 7°, T = t'7'73, jp = p° and p' = —pf. The general vertex for a scalar spectator

can be expressed in three Lorentz scalar functions ff:

«(P, P) = ff + fit + ifiP.P^"" (2-24)

and for a vector spectator in Jj:

*{P, P)" = AV + fir + iffp^""- (2.25)

Due to CPT invariance, C invariance is satisfied automatically.

2.1.3 Quark distributions

According to the parton model the transverse structure function F} = 2MIV|+ has

the interpretation of the sum of the quark distributions, weighted by the squares of the

charges. So, the result for a channel in which the quark and the spectator have definite

quantum numbers and the quark has unit charge is given by:

M+ i

The lower integration limit is given by equation (2.10). The matrix element is written as

a trace:

M+ = i<r[*(/i + m)^(l-75)(^ + m)$(f+M)] (2.27)

= |<r[*(,5 + mh+(/l+m)*(f+M)] (2.28)

= vM, (2.29)

in which the form of the general vertex (2.24), (2.25) and eq. (1.37) have been used. The

quark distribution, which is defined through q(x) = Fr(x) is given by:
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in which M = M+lv is independent of Q2.

From the general expression for W " (1.15) one has: F^A) = 2MW^ = 2gx in

the polarized case, which is calculated by taking half of the difference of the structure

functions for a target with spin up and a target with spin down. So the polarized

distribution in a channel with definite quark and spectator quantum numbers can be

expressed as:

with

AM = ^ r [ * ( | J + m ) r f ( l - 7 5 ) ^ + m)$(f+iWh574] (2.32)

^ f 5 ] (2.33)

(2.34)

and Pmin is the same as for the unpolarized distribution (2.10).

2.2 Matrix elements and sum rules

In the same way as the inclusive process fig. (2.1b) is split into subprocesses with different

intermediate states fig. (2.1c), this can be done for the exclusive process fig. (2.3a,b),

which is related to the form factors. The current in one channel can now be expressed

as:

with

3 = U(P\ £')*'</ + m)T(f> + m)W(P, S). (2.36)

For the vector and axial vector currents and the energy momentum tensor of a quark one

has Tw = 7w>7*»75^7" respectively.

A useful expression for the current at Q2 = 0, which is related through sum rules

to moments of the structure functions as will be seen below, is obtained by performing

the P2 integration by closing the contour in the lower complex halfplane. Neglecting
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Figure 2.3: Electromagnetic current (a) and its decomposition into a sum over interme-
diate states (b).

poles from the wave function, the double quark pole is only at the opposite side of the

spectator pole if 0 < x < 1 (See fig. (2.4)), yielding:

1 /°° 7 [^ dy \J \ m,
STT Jo Jo 2(1 — y) {p — vn )

Sum rules relate moments of structure functions to static properties of the target. For

separate flavors this means that moments of the quark distributions are related to the

fraction of the particular quantum number that is carried by the quarks with that flavor.

To see this in the spectator model, the pole structure can be used in the same way as for

the form factor, yielding:

dy 1 M
•S(x-y). (2.38)

2(1 -y) (p2 -

Integrating this quark distribution over x from 0 to 1 it is seen that a connection with

(2.37) requires the selection of the appropriate operators. For the vector currents with

F = 7+ one obtains for each flavor q,

= 2M f dx q(x),
Jo

(2.39)

(2.40)
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p2-m2 = 0

0<p+<M —

M<p+ .

Figure 2.4: Poles in the complex pj plane. The complex regvlarization convention is:
m2 —» m2 — it.

where na is the number of up quarks and nd the number of down quarks in the target.

Weighted with the charges this gives for instance the charge sum rule.

The momentum sum rule can be found by calculating the ++-component of the

energy momentum tensor, in which case F = 7+/>+:

(2.41)

\x x q(x), (2.42)

where the model assumption that there are no gluons or sea quarks has been used.

Finally, the axial vector current, T = 7+75 , gives for the flavor nonsinglet combination

the connection with the polarized distributions, e.g. the Bjorken sum rule

(P,S\u1
+

1
su\P,S)-{P,S\di+-t

5d\P,S) = 2Mn+gA (2.43)

= 2M I* dx(£u(x) - Ad(x)). (2.44)
Jo

2.2.1 Crossing symmetries

By using the optical theorem (2.1) it can be seen that the Compton scattering process

end thus the deep inelastic structure functions obey crossing relations. The Compton

scattering process consists of a direct part T^, (fig. 2.5a) and a crossed part T^ (fig. 2.5b)

which does not contribute in the physical region x > 0. Explicitly one has:
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I I

Figure 2.5: Direct and crossed diagrams.

2M WM = (2.45)

The relative minus sign between the direct and crossed part account for the commutator

in (1.7) which does not influence the physical process but which is introduced in order to

take advantage of the commutation relations of the quantum field theory. Usually this

minus sign is incorporated at the level of the t description in the complex plane, but here

the normal prescription rri2 —t m2 — it is used everywhere. The direct and crossed parts

are not independent as can be seen from the graphical representation:

(2.46)

(2.47)

which also follows from applying translation in variance to (1.7). For the dimensionless

structure functions this implies:

The hadronic tensor thus obeys the crossing relation:

q) = -2MW,u(-q),

F,(x) = -Ft(-x)

F2(x) = F2(-x)

9i(x) = 9ii~x)

(2.48)

(2.49)

(2.50)

(2.51)

A simple example of this is provided by the scattering off one quark, in which the
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direct contribution to the transverse structure function FT = 1F\ is:

^ Q * ) (2.52)

= i(l-z). (2.53)

The crossed contribution is given by

*r(*) = ^tr^(-i)^6(-2P.q-Qi) (2.54)

= (5(1 + ; ) . (2.55)

The imaginary part of the Compton amplitude 6(1 — z) + 6(l + :) is thus even in z, while

the transverse structure function Fj(x) = 6(1 — :) — 6(1 + z) is odd. in accordance with

(2.47).

A crossing relation that relates quarks and antiquarks can be found by considering

the structure function for the V — A current, in which case the matrix element in the

direct channel becomes:

Mi = \tr *(i> + m)4(l T ls)^-(i> + m)*(f + M). (2.56)

and in the crossed channel:

M% = fr «(]( + m)(-4)(l ± 75)•^^(^ + mm?+ Af). (2-57)

Since (1 ±7 5 ) /2 are orthogonal projection operators, the right handed structure function

(quarks) only gets a contribution from the direct channel while the left handed structure

function (antiquarks) only comes from the crossed channel. The relation (2.46) thus

translates into:

ftx) = -q(-x) (2.58)

Aq(x) = Aq(-x). (2.59)

This does not mean that one gets the antiquarks for free, because the quark distributions

in the spectator model (2.30, 2.31) only exist for x > 0.
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2.3 Example

To illustrate the formalism developed until so far the results for a simple vertex function

will now be shown. The mass parameters will be chosen in such a way that the quark

distributions in the nucleon are mimicked. For the nucleon with mass A/ = 0.939 MeV

we show the example with some reasonable values m = 0.4 MeV and m-i = 0.7 MeV.

The sum of the constituent masses has to be higher then the mass of the nucleon, because

the system has to be bound. If m + TO2 = M (no interaction), then the quark pole is

dominant and the distribution is a delta function at x = (M — m2)/M.

In this example the flavor and spin dependence of the distributions will not be con-

sidered. So there is only one unpolarized "quark" distribution q(x) and one polarized

"quark" distribution A<?(x). The choice for the Dirac structure of the quark-spectator-

nucleon vertex is simply:

*(p,P) = N4>(p2), (2.60)

which is proportional to a unit Dirac matrix. In here, p2 is the four momentum squared

of the struck quark. The normalization constant N is chosen such that the first moment

of q(x) is one. The traces 2.28 and 2.33 can now be performed:

= [4p+(p - P) - 2P+(p2 - m2) + 4mMp+]

= 2M[(p+ + m)2 + p i ] , (2.61)

AM = \tr[(t + m)1+li(1> + m)(P + M)l51i\

= [n+ (4m(p • P) - 2M{p2 + m2)) + 4mP+(p.n) + 4Mp+(p.n)]

= 2A/[(p++m)2-p2] , (2.62)

where in the last expression in both cases the explicit choice for P in the "nucleon" rest

frame has been used. With the help of equations (2.30). (2.31) and (2.12) or (2.17) the

results for the polarized and unpolarized distributions become:

q(x)„
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3.0

Figure 2.6: Qttark distributions for the monopole vertex function (n = 1) and for A =
0.7 GeV (dashed), 0.9 GeV (dotted) and 1.1 GeV (straight line).

The variable p is defined as p = —p2. The lower integration limit pmtn is given by eq.

(2.19).

The choice:

<t> = N | 2 ~^2 I (2.65)

gives the quark distribution:

jV2 /•« J (Mx + m)2 + p(l-x) + x(M2(l-x)-ml) [A2-™2]2"
16TT2 Jpmtn (p + TO2)2 I A2 4* /? I

So near z = 1 one has: q(x) ~ (1 - x ) 2 n + 1 . The counting rule for valence quarks in the

nucleon q(x) ~ (1 — x) 3 (see section 1.3.3) then is obtained for n = 1. The normalization

constant N is determined by the first moment: q\ = 1.

In figure (2.6) the resulting (un)polarized distributions are shown for three values of

A. At low x the polarized distributions are suppressed due to the transverse momentum

of the quark (see eq. 2.62). The moments q2 and Agi are shown in table (2.1). The

value A = 0.9 GeV is most realistic, because there the quark carries about 33% of the

momentum.
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A = 0.7 0.9 1.1

92

1.000 1.000 1.000
0.204 0.350 0.470
0.445 0.674 0.818

Table 2.1: Some moments of quark distributions shown in the figure on the previous page.



Chapter 3

Scale dependence of the structure
functions

3.1 Introduction

3.1.1 Renormalization

The dimensionless structure functions F(x, Q2} as calculated in the parton model or the

spectator model exhibit scaling: they depend only on the dimensionless (Bjorken) scaling
1 variable x, indicating quasi free scattering off the elementary partons. Experimentally
1 there are deviations from this perfect scaling behavior [30, 31, 32, 33. 34, 35], which are

not negligible over large ranges of Q2. The reason for this can be formulated in a general

way (see e. g. [36]). Consider a Green function F which depends on a single energy

scale Q, one or more dimensionless scaling variables x, and the dimensionless coupling

constant a. The Green function F can be made dimensionless by multiplying with the

app: '.riate power of Q. So, on dimensional grounds F does not depend on Q. However,

I renormalization breaks this scale invariance by introducing a renormalization scale /x.

The relation between the unrenormalized and renormalized Green functions is:

rmr{Q/M,x,a0) = Zr(ii/M)rTm(T,x,a(l*)), (3-1)

i with T = ln(Q2/fi2). Here M is a dimensionful cutoff, needed to regularize the Green

1 function as calculated from the Feynman diagrams, using the bare coupling constant QQ-

: Zr is the renormalization factor for the Green function in question. It can in general

il h
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be a matrix, as mixing between different Green functions can occur. The renormalized

coupling constant is a(n).

3.1.2 Renormalization group equation

As, Funr does not depend on /i, one has (see e. g. [36]):

the renormalization group equation (RGE), which can be written as:

= 0, (3.3)

where

ft = "o (3-4)
o In fi2

is the beta function of QCD and

7r = ^-#_ (3.5)
Z a In p2

is the anomalous dimension operator which can be non-local in the scaling variables. The

RGE (3.3) can be solved by using the "Ansatz":

r(r,*, <*(,!)) = f(T)t(ro,x,a(Q)). (3.6)

The dependence of the Green function on r is, up to a trivial operator / , described by

the implicit dependence through the running coupling constant a(Q). The solution is

easily seen to be:

T(T,x,a(fi))=exPy\dT']r(T0,x,a(Q)), (3.7)

with the boundary condition a(Qo) = a(fi).

3.2 The Gribov-Lipatov-AItarelli-Parisi equations

3.2.1 Derivation of GLAP

In deep inelastic scattering the structure functions are dimensionless. In the tree approx-

imation this means that they cannot depend on the scale Q2, because there is no other
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(a) ' (b) / (c) '

(e) /«

Figure 3.1: Virtual (b,c,d) and radiative (ej) O{as) corrections to quasi free scattering
(a).

scale present in the problem, apart from the quark masses, which can be neglected if Q2

is sufficiently high. This scale invariance is broken due to quantum effects. The lowest

order QCD corrections to quasi free scattering off a single quark are shown in figure (3.1).

The result for the quark distribution is schematically given by:

q(x,Q2) = 6(1 - x) + ̂ P(x)In(^) + gc(x) + O(l/Q2). (3.8)

The first term on the left hand side is the O(a°) result for the (unfolded) parton distri-

bution fig. (3.1a). The second term parametrizes the logarithmic deviations from scaling

through the splitting function P(x). The third term denotes the constant pieces, which

do not influence reseating and the last term indicates the rest, which vanishes at least

as \n{Q2/fi2)/Q7. The quark distribution (3.8), which can be calculated as a Green

function, obeys the RGE (3.3). To lowest order in a, the second term in this equation

(3.3) does not contribute, because 0 is of second order, while in the third term 7 can be

approximated by the first term in a Tailor expansion 7 = Q37
(1). Because this result for

the hard process still has to be folded with the soft process, like in equation 1.48, 7'1 '

has to be interpreted in a distributional sense. The result is:

(3.9)
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The generator for the scale transformations is now known and can be used in the general

solution (3.7):

q{x,Q2) = exp[^aa7 (1W]?0(x) (3.10)

In here

(3.12)
JT0

with t = ln«32/A2), a,(r) = !/(&<) and 6 = (33 - 2/)/12ir. The number of flavors is

denoted by f. Symbolically the solution to the RGE (3.11) can be written as:

(^bJ(x), (3.13)

where F is the folding operator:

(Ff)(x)= f'^-P(x/y)f{y). (3.14)
Jx y

This immediately gives back the Gribov-Lipatov-Altarelli-Parisi (GLAP) equation [37.

38] if one takes the derivative towards T:

, -^P(x/y)q(y.r). (3.15)
* y

The expressions (3.13) and (3.14) are convenient for solving the GLAP equations as will

be discussed in section (3.2.4).

3.2.2 Calculation of the splitting functions

The splitting function that determines the effect of gluonic "Bremsstrahlung" on the

quark (and antiquark) distributions can be calculated using equation (C.14) in appendix

(C), if the spectator is replaced by the gluon and the target by a quark. The result for

the O(a,) correction (fig. 3.2) then is:

*F. 41 L*\

(3.16)
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k r2 /k
Figure 3.2: Kinematics in gluonic "bremsstrahlung".

in which the integral runs over the gluon energy between the boundaries given by eq.

(C.ll) and t(E) in the 't Hooft-Feynman gauge is given by:

1

h+mi) (3.17)

+ ml). (3.18)

CF is a 5t/(3)CD/Dr factor, which is in this case 4/3 (see e. g. [38]). The logarithmic

terms which violate scaling only come from the part of t(E) which is proportional to

\/E, leading to
fEmax\ ( Q2 \() b^) (319)

The infrared regulator m2, whose value is a nonperturbative quantity, can then be fac-

torized after the resummation in eq. (3.13). So neglecting the constant pieces and higher

order terms in l/Q2 the O(as) correction to the quark distribution is:

(3.20)

(3.21)

This determines the splitting function in eq. (3.8) to be

in which the subscript qq ;--evers to the fact that this function only takes into account

the modification of the quark distribution, as induced by the quark distribution itself.

Gluons, however, can also form quark antiquark pairs, thus giving rise to a gluon induced

contribution in the quark distributions. The gluon and quark distributions thus mix
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under a change of scale. Taking this into account gives the full GLAP equations [38]:

£ ^ / V- r)Pu(x/y)) (3.22)

and

-gr jf 7j f 7 fl>fo.T)'W*/y) + ff(y.'•)>'»(*/»)}. (3.23)

in which the splitting functions are

(3.24)

Ps,(x) = C F
1 + ( 1 ^" X ) (3.25)

^«(*) = j ( x 2 + ( l - x ) 2 ) (3.26)

Pg9(x) = 2CAL^-j-+l-^ + x(l-x)}+6(l-x)
nCA-4T. (3.27)

The Casimir factors for N = 3 colors and / = 3 quark flavours (u.d^s) are given by:

CU = JV = 3 (3.28)

N2 — 1 4
c' = V = 5 ^3-29»

7- = ^ = | . (3.30)

The + description is defined as:

dx<t>(x)[F(x)U = fdxWx) - *(l)]F(x), (3.31)

and is useful in displaying the results of the virtual corrections (e.g. fig. (3.1 b,c and d)),

which where not included in the explicit calculation (3.21) and only contribute at x = 1.

The same concepts that exist in the unpolarized case, described above can be used

in the polarized case. The polarized and unpolarized distributions do not mix under

renormalization, because helicity is conserved in the massless theory. The only difference

is in the particular form of the splitting functions AP(x), which read:

l - x / +
(3.32)
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A?OT(i) = C F 1 " ^ 1 ' 1 ^ (3.33)

7<AP,g(x) = T ( ^ _ ( l - i ) J ) (3.34)

These kernels determine the evolution of the Ag, so also of <?t. The evolution of .92(2, Q2)

[13] is more involved, because the twist three part, which does in this case not vanish

like i/Q, does not have a partonic interpretation.

3.2.3 Properties of the GLAP equations

Usually the scale dependence of DIS is calculated by considering the moments qn of the

distributions:

qn(Q
2)= f xn-lq(x,Q2). (3.36)

JO

The moments measure the expectation values of certain local operators as can re shown

by doing an OPE analysis [27]. The distributions can then by found by doing an inverse

Mellin transform. In the treatment in this section this has been avoided at the cost

of introducing a non-local anomalous dimension operator. The low moments, however,

have a clear physical interpretation. Therefore, it is still useful to consider them. The

first (n = 1) moments of the parton distributions have the interpretation of the number

of partons of that kind, while the second moments have the meaning of the light front

momentum fraction. By using:

/ ' —q(y)P(x/y) = f dz f dy q(y)P(:)6(.r - zy) (3.37)
Jx y Jo Jo

the evolution equation (3.15) after multiplication by x""1 and integration over 1 becomes:

in which

An= f x»-lP(x). (3.39)
JJo

Since .4' ' = 0, the first moment of the non-singlet distributions, which do not mix with

the gluons, is constant. This was to be expected because charge, isospin and strangeness
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are conserved quantities. This also holds for the second moment of all partons together:

A™ + A9-i + Ay + Aj9 = 0, which restates the fact that the total (iightcone; momentum

is reselling invariant.

For the evolution of £2 = H, qa and 32 one has:

L{M_so.(-16/9 M f M O40)
Tr ( 92 ) ~ 2x { 16/9 -1 } \g2 } ' (3-40)

The eigenvalues of the anomalous dimension matrix are (Aj, A2) = (0, —25/9), leading to

the solution:

-<?2, (3.42)

in which ^ is given by eq. (3.12).

A similar analysis for the first moments of the polarized distributions:

rf/AE,\a,/0 0 W i E , \
5r ( Aft J * 27 (, 2 9/2 J ̂  Ap, J ' (343)

leads to the eigenvalues (Aj, A2) = (0,2/9) and the solution:

AEj = AEJ. (3.45)

The results for the evolution of the moments will be used in the discussion about the

connection between low and high energy models in section (3.4).

3.2.4 Solving the GLAP equations iteratively

Working out the folding operator F (3.14) by using equation (3.37) and the splitting

functions one obtains:

r — {<n{y)Pn(*ly) + 9(y)Pq9(x/y)) (3.46)
x y
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(3.47)

(3.48)

In here q denotes the set of all partons (u, u, d,d,s,s,--- ,g). The subset <?, only denotes

the quarks and antiquarks (u,u,d,d,s,s,-- •). This division enables a compact notation.

Similarly, for the polarized distributions one has:

= (X ^{&q,{y)&Pqq(xly) + &g(y)&Pqg(x!y)) (3.50)
Jz y

y (A9(j/) - zA9(z))i±-^ + A?(*) f* + y + 21n(l - x)J J

( * 2 ( l * ) 2 ) A f f ( » ) (3-51)

(3.52)

+ 6 AS(z) ln(l - x) + H z i Z A , ( x ) + ^

This can be calculated numerically by defining the initial distribution on a grid i , =

((; — 1)/(JV — l))p(l — xmjn) + xmin. The integrations over y can then be performed by

using the modified trapezium rule. Only in the point y = x an analytical continuation

is needed at places where the + regularization has been used. The result is then the

(once) folded set of distributions (F1q)(x) which can be used to get the (twice) folded

function (F2q)(x) in the same way, etc.. The evolved distribution is then constructed by

expanding 3.13:

q(x,Q*) = q(x,Ql) + J-bL(Fiq)(x,Ql)+(j^ L{F*q){x,Ql) + ... (3.54)

In this process one can make use of the facts that convergence is most rapid at small

x and that the distributions at x < y do not propagate to x > y. One can therefore
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Figure 3-3: The iterative solution of the GLAP equations. Shown are the up and gluon
distributions after 0 (long dashed), 1 (short dashed), 5 (dotted) and 20 (straight line)
iterations. The last two lines practically coincide. The grid parameters are: im l n = 0.
p = 1 and N = 101.

stop the summation (3.54) for points x < y, once the desired accuracy has been obtained

at the point x = y. The accuracy is defined as the absolute value of the difference

between the distribution after n iterations and that after n + 1 iteration, at the point

x = y, summed over all flavours. The summation of the terms in (3.13) is shown in

figure (3.3), with the initial distribution: u(x) = 2x-1/2(l - x), d(x) = i - ' / 2 ( l - i )

and ii(i) = d(x) = s(x) = s(x) = g(x) = 0. The fact that some distributions become

negative at intermediate stages can be compared to the value of a truncated Taylor series,

for instance exp(i) around i = 0 evaluated at x = —2.

3.3 U(l) axial anomaly

In the naive parton model the quarks carry all the spin of the nucleon (1.75). This picture

is somewhat modified if the quarks are not moving collinear with the nucleon as a whole,

i. e. if the transverse momentum is not zero (section (2.3)), resulting in a reduction of

AEi and g& for the nucleon. Clearly this effect cannot explain the small experimental

value [39] for

/ dx [
Jo lS, = / dx [Au(x)
Jo l Au(x) + Ad{x) = 0.120±0.093±0.138

(3.55)
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Figure 3.4: Lowest order graphs contributing to the U(l) axial anomaly.

at Q2 = 10.4 GeV2. The U(l) axial anomaly [7]:

o Z j

however shows that the axial current

(3.56)

s"(p) (3.57)

is not conserved. Hence A£(Q2) is Q2 dependent [40]. In the standard GLAP evolution

this is not the case. Indeed the effect considered here corresponds to the constant pieces.

They can be non-negligible in this case, because the anomaly is proportional to the

gluon polarization, whose first moment is inversely proportional to a3(Q
2). This gives

the possibility that at a low energy scale where there are no gluons AE(Qo) = 1, while

at Q2 = 10.4 GeV2 a smaller result is found. Indeed including the constant piece for the

evolution of Af,-(z) (see fig. (3.4)) one has [41]:

A9l-(x, Q2) = Afc(x, Q2) + ̂ - ^ P AF(x/y)Ag(y, Q\ (3.58)

where

AF(z) = I [(2* - 1) In ( l l i ) - c(2~- - 1)] . (3.59)

In here, Aqt(x, Q2) is the naive polarized distribution, as obtained with the GLAP equa-

tions, while Af,'(x, Q2) is the actually measured distribution. The contribution to the

"spin" is:

AS = AS - fa'[Q 'Ag. (3.60)
ITS

All other moments of the anoiiialy contribution depend on the parameter c, which reflects

the ambiguities in the definition of e""*" in 4 — It dimensions [42].
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Figure 3.5: Evolution of the second moments of the valence (straight line), sea (dotted)
and gluon (dashed) distributions and of ASi, including the l!(l) axial anomaly, with
different starting values.

3.4 Connection between low and high energy mod-
els

In the simple SU(4) quark model the nucleon consists of 3 valence s-wave quarks that

carry all the momentum; v2 = 1. There are no gluons or sea quarks. The spin is com-

pletely in the intrinsic spin of the valence quarks, hence AS | = 1. Although this picture

is the basis of the successful description of baryon spectroscopy, the DIS experiments

show that at Q2 = 10 GeV2 v2 « 0.36, while A£x < 1. At least a partial solution

of this, paradox lies in the Q2 dependence of the structure functions as described above

[43j. Figure (3.5) shows the evolution of V2(T), S2(T), g2{r) and A S ^ T ) , as calculated

in section (3.2.3). The initial scale is chosen such that the valence quarks cerry 36% of

the momentum at Q2 = 10 GeV2. This fixes r< = 0.45, where i>3 = 1, g2 = s2 = 0 and

ASi = 1. At the high energy scale r = 5.52 the values are not in disagreement with the

data. The result for a lower starting value of ASi = 0.65, which holds in a bag model

where the relativistic quarks partially move in p-waves. is also shown. The initial A£i

can also be lowered due to the transverse momentum of the quarks (see section (2.3)).

A point that should not be overlooked, is that these results rely on the use of first-
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order perturbation theory in the QCD-evolution of the structure functions. In order to

obtain the correct momentum sum rule, it is necessary to go to extreme values of the

order a, fa 3. Therefore, the use of perturbation theory cannot be justified, although it

has been argued that the relevant parameter might be aa/2ir [44, 45]. In the same way

these arguments apply to the use of the one-gluon exchange mechanism [46] in order to

understand the differences between different diquark energies or different hadron masses.

In the latter case of the fine structure in the baryon and meson spectra, however, the

picture is commonly accepted.

3.5 Gluon recombination at small x

At small i , the gluon distribution as obtained from the GLAP equations grows very

rapidly. The structure function Fi is dominated by this process at small i and can there

be approximated by:

(3.61)

where

- ^u(i)
33-2/

00 = I F "
and £ is given by eq. (3.12). This clearly violates unitarity:

(3.64)

where the hadron radius grows like:

R(s) = const ln(s) (3.65)

and s as Q2/x. In other words: the disc is "blacker than black". Since QCD is a

well defined unitary field theory this means that the processes considered in the GLAP

treatment are not sufficient at low x. Indeed one would expect that at high gluon

densities not only splitting is important, but recombination can occur as well. Since
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Nonperturbative
2 gluon density

Figure 3.6: Gluon recombination.

the recombination process gg —» g, if calculated as the imaginary part of the forward

Compton amplitude, has to be folded with a "four legged blob" (fig. (3.6)), it is a twist

four correction. This does not mean that it vanishes like l/Q2, because without this

correction the two gluon density at the bottom of fig. (3.6), which is proportional to g2,

grows rapidly with Q2.

The exact corrections to the evolution of the gluons and the sea have been calculated

by Mueller and Qiu [47], the latter being negligible. The calculation holds in the low

density limit a,(Q2)xg(x,Q2) < Q2R2 in the leading logarithmic approximation and in

the first nontrivial order of parton recombination. Their result is:

where j ' 2 ' is the two gluon density, which in the low density limit is equal to

qW = -J—(g)2 (3 67)

After this identification the evolution car be performed once the parton distributions

at one scale are known, either by measurement or by calculation. Note that due to the

minus sign in eq. (3.66), the gluon density and hence F? will indeed be reduced.

The effect of evolution and the recombination process (3.66) in the evolution of the
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structure functions calculated in a low energy model such as described in chapter (2) will

be calculated in chapter (4).



Chapter 4

The diquark spectator model

4.1 Introduction

The formalism discussed in the previous chapters is now ready for applications. Once

the quark-spectator-target vertex $ in eq. (2.3) is specified one can calculate the unpo-

larized and polarized quark distributions. Since no attempts to calculate the vertex are

undertaken in this thesis, it will be parametrized in such a way that physical constraints

like the values of conserved charges are fulfilled.

In section (1.3.1) it was shown that the most naive parton model does not incorporate

5t/(4) symmetry breaking effects like the observed deviation of the ratios F2"(z)/F2
p(i)

and Ap(x) from the constant values 2/3 and 5/9. Allowing different parton distributions

for different flavors such a symmetry breaking can be achieved in an ad hoc way. In the

diquark spectator model such a symmetry breaking will arise as a consequence of the

dynamics of the diquark spectator in the DIS process.

The effect of SU(4) symmetry breaking in this case is similar as in the explanation

of the nucleon-delta mass difference [46]. Here, the two quark color magnetic interaction

causes an energy shift of the baryon, which in the bag model has the value [48]:

with

Mij = M(miR,mjR), (4.2)

where i is an index for the quark and F_ — A/2. The eight Gell-Mann matrices are
t
55
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denoted by X^ and a are the Pauli spin matrices. R is the nucleon radius. For non-strange

quarks (m, w 0) AEM is proportional to the group theoretical matrix element in (4.1).

For the N and A baryons one obtains AEM = —2C and AEM = +2C respectively, with

C = QA/(0, 0)/R. For the S and T diquarks the result for the color magnetic interaction is

AEM = -2C and AEM = +2C/3. Using the N-A mass difference of 300 MeV as input,

this implies a mass difference of about 200 MeV between the S and T diquarks, when

one assumes C to be the same. These diquark configurations, first mentioned by Gell-

Mann [1], occur in the spectrum of intermediate states in deep-inelastic scattering [49].

The role of such configurations was already discussed by Feynman [50], who related the

x —* 1 limit of the ratio F2/F2 ~~* 1/4 to dominance of the singlet diquark configuration.

In the SU(4) symmetric nucleon, the spin isospin structure is known and the nucleon

can be decomposed into quarks and diquarks. In this approach the spin Q isospin wave

function factoriz.es from the momentum space wave function. So. once <I> is specified in

the singlet case one can calculate the 1 distributions in the singlet and triplet spectator

channels which only differ in the mass of the spectator because of the color magnetic

interactions.

The resulting quark distributions scale; they do not depend on Q2. Furthermore in

the most simple spectator model of the nucleon there are no gluons or sea quarks and

all momentum of the nucleon is carried by the valence quarks. Although intrinsic gluons

(as opposed to gluons induced by perturbative QCD corrections) can be considered in a

spectator model, this will not be done here.

If the second moment of the gluon distribution (#2) is zero this does not mean that the

quarks cannot be bound. The momentum that is measured in DIS is the ++ component

of the energy-momentum tensor of the nucleon T'"'. In a bag model one has [12]:

T?" + Bg1"1, i n s i d e b a6
0 outside,

in which Tf is the contribution of the quarks to T"" and B is the vacuum pressure,

which parametrizes the non-perturbative confining forces. Since g++ = 0, only the quarks

contribute to the second moment of the structure function in the bag model.
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Scaling is violated by inQ2 corrections that can be calculated in perturbative QCD

(see chapter (3)) . The relevant scale Q\ for our calculation is, however, unspecified. One

can use the experimental fact that at Q2 = 10 GeV2 the valence quarks carry 36% of the

momentum and require this, also for the calculated valence quarks after they are evolved

from Qg to 10 GeV2. After this scale fixing procedure one can study the effects of lifting

the mass degeneracy of the diquarks and compare ratios like F^jF^ and Ap, which are

sensitive to SU(4) symmetry breaking, to tlie data at any scale.

Important work on SU(A) symmetry breaking effects has been done by Carlitz and

Kaur [51, 52], who used Regge techniques to show that for x close to 1, the triplet

distribution T(x) is suppressed relative to the singlet distribution S(x) like T(x)/S(x) =

1 — x. They extended this "ansatz" for all x in order to calculate the x dependent values

of />
2

n(i)//j'(a;) and the proton spin asymmetry A(x).

A related phenomenon is the non zero value of the neutron charge distribution. The

neutron charge radius has been calculated using co'ir magnetic spin-spin interaction [53].

It has also been shown by Anselmino, KrolJ and Pire how diquarks as quasi-elementary

constituents can play a role in exclusive reactions at large momentum transfer [o4]. Em-

ploying diquark constituents they have discussed non-perturbative spin effects in GV
M and

Recently Thorsson and Zahed have investigated the Bethe-Salpeter equation for the

scalar diquark within the Nambu-Jona-Lasinio model [55]. They also proposed a quark-

diquark Bethe-Salpeter equation within the same model.

4.2 Quark distributions

The spin © isospin wave function of the proton (1.3) can be rewritten in quarks and

diquarks in the following way:

rfTX? yf{*m- (4-3)

Here S indicates the diquark with spin and isospin 0, Sg = ~(ufdi — uj.<if — d]ui+diu])

and T indicates the diquark combination with spin and isospin 1, e.g. X,1 = u f uf.
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The other states are obtained by applying raising and lowering operators. Assuming

that all quarks are in s-waves and the quark-diquark system inherits the antisymmetric

color wave function (1.2) from the nucleon these are the only possibilities allowed by the

Pauli principle. This is easily seen by considering SU(2) ® SU{2) representations in the

decomposition of the completely symmetric representation of SU(A):

m z ( ) (
SU(4) SU(2) SU{2) SU(2)SU(2>

The S(x), T{x), AS(x) and A!T(x) distributions are defined using the flavorless quark

(q(x) in eq.(2.30)) and polarized quark [q(x) in eq.(2.31)) distributions:

S(x) = 9 ( i ) | | , m 2 = m s ,

T(x) = q(x)\\(m,=mT)

AS(x) H Sq(x)\\(m,=mst

&T(x) = A?(r) | | ( m 3 = m T ) . (4.4)

In this thesis we consider the case that the vertex <5> is given by

* = <t>(p2).I, (4.5)

where / is the unit matrix in Dirac space and the spin sum \[p2) = 1- We note that in

principle the most general vertex coupling to spin 0 or spin 1 diquarks can be considered

within the same formalism. The use of scalar and vector diquarks has for instance

consequences in exclusive reactions at large momentum transfer, specifically for helicity

amplitudes [54]. In this thesis we only consider the diquark system as a spectator system

and investigate the kinematical consequences. For vector diquarks the spin and space-

time structure cannot be decoupled. We circumvent this complication by considering only

scalar diquarks and use the SU(4) spin-isospin structure in eq.(4.3). The calculation

presents the result for a spin 1/2 quark in a spin 1/2 nucleon coupling to a spinless

diquark. By doing rotations in the SU{A) spin-isospin space the other distributions can

be obtained from this.
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From eq. (4.3) one can read off the necessary factors for the up and down distributions,

u(x) = Z-S(x)+l-T(x) (4.6)

d(x) = T(x) (4.7)

A«(x) = |AS(Z) - iar(x) (4.8)

Ad(x) = -^AT(x). (4.9)

Thus all polarized and unpolarized distributions can be found by only specifying <j> and

quark and diquark masses. Furthermore it is assumed that at the low energy scale Q1

there are no sea quark or gluon contributions.

The sum rules in eqs. (2.39), (2.41) and (2.43) imply for the S and T channels:

£

f dx S(x) = f dx T(x) = 1, (4.10)
o Jo

fdxx(S{x) + T{x)) = \ (4.11)

dx ( J A S ( Z ) + ±AT(x)) = gA = 1.26. (4.12)

4.3 Nucleon form factors

The electric form factor in a specific diquark channel is related to the current (2.35) by:

2MNN'GE(Q2) = '* ' '"'* " '^P' l ^ P l \ (4.13)

with the (energy dependent) spinor normalization factor N. Performing the p j integra-

tion in the lower complex half plane like in section (2.2) and keeping only the spectator

pole yields for the p+ component of the current:

(4-14)
ST2 Jo Jq+IM 2(1 — x) p2 — m 2 p l — m2

with

I J = ̂ Hf + M){f + mW(t + m){r+M) (4.15)

i and evaluated at the spectator pole pj = E\Jvt- In terms of the singlet and triplet

• contributions G% and G\ the proton and neutron form factors are expressed as:

t GE = G% (4-16)
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Figure 4.1: Proton and neutron form factor (solid line) in the diquark spectator model
compared with the dipole parametrization for the proton form factors and the GKMSW
parametrization for the neutron form factor (dots).

(4.17)

by using the spin-isospin wave function (4.3). If the singlet and triplet masses are equal,

then G£ = G%, so GE = 0. The diquark model, in combination with the color magnetic

interaction, which causes a mass splitting between the singlet and triplet masses thus

provided an explanation for the fact that Cg =£ 0. One way to use this is to fit the

parameters of the diquark model m, ms, mj and the wave function to parametrizations

of the data on CE and G\. For C?E the dipole parametrization is used. For G£ the

data are not so precise, they are obtained from data on the deuteron and depend on the

deuteron wave function, which induces uncertainties. The parametrization from ref. [14]

with p = 5.6 gives the best fit to the data (GKMSW fit). See also section (1.2.3).

Choosing the wave function to be

which is motivated by the counting rule (see sections (1.3.3) and (2.3)), one obtains a good

fit as is shown in figure (4.1). However, the mass parameters seem unrealistic from the

DIS point of view. The values are: m = 0.690 GeV, ms = 0.273 Gel'. mT = 0.298 GeV

and A = 0.771 GeV. The momentum sum rule for instance is typically a factor two too

high, which is only slightly improved by choosing a less demanding parametrization of
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m y

m i

ms

A

-ms 0.1
0.55058
0.62249
0.65

0.2
0.45936
0.58540
0.8

0.3
0.43699
0.56124
1.0
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Table 4.1: Parameters for the monopole wave function.

the neutron data or a Gaussian wave function. Therefore only the proton form factor

will be used to fit the parameters. As will be seen below the fitting procedure then gives

very similar results for the structure function for such different shapes as monopole and

Gaussian wave functions.

4.4 Results

Choosing the wave function to have a monopole shape (4.18), the parameters N, mj,

ms, and A can be determined by the normalization condition (4.10), the momentum and

Bjorken sum rules (4.11,4.12) and the form factor G^Q1). This is done by minimizing

(u-i + di — l)2 + (A«j — Adj — g*)2 as a function of mj and ms for such a value of A that

20

£ (G%di"0"(Qj) - G | *"""(£?) ) (4.19)

1=1

with Q] = 10 GeV2((i—1)/19)3, is minimal. The resulting values for the mass parameters

are given in table (4.1) for the three cases mT — ms — 0.1, 0.2, 0.3.

In figure (4.2 top, left) the polarized and unpolarized singlet and triplet distributions

are shown at the top. The triplet is shifted to lower i values by an amount depending

on the value of my — ms. The difference with the polarized distributions (top, right) is

only caused by the transverse momentum (see eq. 2.62). The resulting polarized and

unpolarized up and down distributions, which are just linear combinations of S(x) and

T(x) are shown in the middle, as well as the up and down polarized distributions.

Finally the ratios F£(x)jF$(x) and Ap{i) are shown (bottom: left, right), together

with the constant parton model results 2/3 and 5/9. It should be mentioned that the

expectations:

linw, J?(x)//T(x) = 1/4 (4.20)
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Figure 4.2: Results for the monopole wave function at Qjj for mj — ms — 0.1 GeV
(dashed), 0.2 GeV (dotted) and 0.3 GeV (solid line). Top: singlet (thin) and triplet
(fat) distributions. Middle: up (fat) and down (thin) distributions. Bottom: the ratios
F?(*)/F!lx)andA>[x).
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Table

mj — ms —
m i

7715

A

0.1
0.43363
0.61637
0.90

4.2: Parameters for the

linw 1 A'lx)

0.2
0.45891
0.58405
1.00

Gaussian

= 1,

0.3
0.47742
0.55613
1.10

wave func
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(4.21)

based on dominance of the singlet channel in this limit are not fulfilled, because the <t>(p2)

does not fall off rapidly enough for —p2 —* 00.

Therefore it is worth while to do the same calculation for the Gaussian wave function:

^(p2) = e"'/A2. (4.22)

The results are shown in table (4.2) and figure (4.3). The results are not very different,

except for .F2"(x)/.F2'
>(z) and Ap(x) at high x. that now obey the expectations (4.21).

The results so far are those calculated at a low energy Q% scale where there are no

gluons and sea quarks. So the results cannot be compared with the experiments (typically

10 GeV2) directly. The scale Qg is determined by the evolution of the second moment of

the valence quarks (3.38). Explicitly it reads for n = 2 and three flavors:

where T = \n(Q2/K^CD) and AQCD = 0-2 GeV is the scale of QCD in the A/5 renormai-

ization scheme [38, 56]. The solution for r0 = ln(#g/A2) is

rO = r(v2(Q
i)f, (4.24)

evaluated at the scale Q2 = 10 GeV2, where v? = 0.36. The result is Ql = 0.0606 GeV2,

as has also been discussed in section (3.4).

In figure(4.5) we have shown the valence quark distributions xV(x) = xu(x) — xu(x) +

id{x)—xd{x) and it is compared with the HMRSE parametrization [57] at the high energy

scale, while the result for Fj1 is compared with NMC measurements [35]. Shown are the

low energy calculation for the valence quarks (thin dashed) and the result at 10 GeV2

(thin solid line). The Gaussian and monopole results can hardly be distinguished by eye.
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(dashed), 0.2 GeV (dotted) and 0.3 GeV (solid line). Top: singlet (thin) and triplet
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Figure 4.4: The ratio of the neutron to proton structure functions, compared to the recent
NMC measurements and the proton asymmetry compared to the EMC measurements.

In figure (4.6) the dynamically generated sea and gluons are shown and compared

with parametrizations [41, 57, 58].

The results for F?IF$ and Av at 10 GeV2, where a,{Q2) = 0.253 are shown in figure

(4.4). Shown are the low energy calculation (thin dashed) and the 10 GeV2 calculation

(fat straight) for the Gaussian wave function and for the monopole wave function (fat

dotted).

It turns out that when we use different starting distributions fixed by proton mass,

axial charge, and as described above, i.e. different vertex functions d>, the shapes after

evolution do not depend strongly on the specific functional form (monopole or Gaussian).

The valence quarks do not have enough strength at high x. At this point we have not

bothered to try to improve this by a more appropriate choice of vertex function. The

reason is that we have included gluons nor sea quarks in our 'low energy scale' picture

of the nucleon. The sea quarks and gluons are generated by the evolution. This leads to

extremely soft distributions. This argument has been used to dispute the role of gluons in

the polarized structure functions, but applies also to the unpolarized structure functions.

A possible solution is the inclusion of sea quarks and gluons in the 'low energy' picture

[41]. In our framework this can be done naturally by including heavier spectator states

which peak at lower z-values. These can be identified with configurations of q*®q, q3q®q
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Figure 4.6: Unpolarized (straight) and polarized (dashed) sea distributions, compared with
the HMRSE and GRV parametrizations (thin). The dynamically generated unpolarized
gluon (solid) and polarized gluon (dashed) distribution are compared with the HMRSE
and Ix'unszt (a) (b) and (c) parametrizations (thin).
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Figure 4.7: The U(l) axial anomaly and its effect on the proton asymmetry.

or q3 © g for antiquarks, quarks or gluons, respectively. This will change the picture of

valence and sea quark distributions. It will for example enhance the ratios Ff/Ff for

low x, because it gives rise to harder sea quarks. If these sea qi> vks are unpolarized, it

could also reduce the proton asymmetry, while a harder gluon distribution through the

anomaly could further decrease Ap. Furthermore, a full treatment of the vector nature

of the T diquark system could also modify the results. The reason why these extensions

of the model have not been calculated explicitly is that more independent functions have

to be introduced, that are completely unknown.

Other interesting effects that modify the calculation are the (''(1) axial anomaly that

reduces A"{x) (section (3.3)) at low x and gluon recombination, also at low x (section

(3.5)), that reduces F3{x).

In figure (4.7) the effect of including the U(\) axial anomaly (3.58) is shown for three

choices of the parameter c, which reflects the ambiguity in 75 in n ^ 4 dimensions. It is

clear that although the first moment of Ag(i) — Ag(x) is unambiguous [59, 60] and can

lead to a large effect in the g\ sum rule [61, 62, 40, 63], the function itself can have a

very wild behavior [41] and is concentrated at very low x.

The effect of gluon recombination at small .T is shown in fig. 4.S. Although there is a

clear difference between the data and the theory for low x. because there are no intrinsic

sea quarks in the latter, it is interesting to see that there is a large effect due to gluon
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Figure 4.8: The effect of gluon recombination for R = oo (upper line). R = 1 fm (middle
line) and R = 1/3 / m (lowest line) compared with NMC measurements.

recombination in the experimentally available regio.i, even for R — 1 fm. Usually one

needs a lower effective radius (hot spots) to see any effect, even at the low x that can be

reached at HERA or LEP/LHC [64]. The reason is that the evolution in our case runs

over a very large range (Qjj = 0.06 GeV2 to Ql = 10 GeV2). It is therefore mainly an

effect that leads to a difference between 'low energy" model calculations and high energy

measurements, rather than an observable effect in the limited (even at HERA) Q2 range

covered by accelerators.



Chapter 5

Deep inelastic scattering from
nuclear targets

5.1 Introduction

Another application of the spectator model is the description of nuclear structure func-

tions and the European Muon Collaboration (EMC) effect. This effect is the experimental

observation that the deviation of the nuclear structure functions from A times the nu-

cleon structure function cannot be understood solely by Fermi motion. The ratios of the

structure functions of different nuclei are non-trivia) functions of x. This means that the

nucleon-nucleon interaction modifies the behavior of the quarks in the nucleons.

If the momentum distribution of the quarks in the nucleus is known in e. g. a non-

relativistic calculation one can construct the x distributions using a spectator model, in

the way discussed in chapter (2). In this case the spectator is the 3/1 — 1 quark system

whose mass is fixed by the constraint that the second moment of the distribution is one

(in a constituent quark model, where the contribution of the gluons to the light-cone

momentum is negligible). Because the Fermi motion of the nucleons in the nucleus is

different for different nuclei, the resulting structure functions depend on the choice of

the nucleus. In particular the quarks can carry a lightcone momentum fraction of the

nucleon that is larger than one. Furthermore there are kinematical effects depending on

the binding energy and removal energy of the nucleons. Another phenomenon which will

contribute to the EMC effect is the antisymmetrization of the total quark wave function

69
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in the nucleus. This will modify the simple picture that the wave function of the quarks

in the nuclei is a product of the wave function of the quark in the nucleon and the wave

function of the nucleons in the nucleus. It is specifically this effect that will be discussed

in this chapter.

5.2 Quark distributions in the nucleus

Similar as discussed in chapter (2), the quark distribution in a nucleus is calculated

according to eq. (2.8),

where xA is the scaling variable of the nucleus xA = Q2/{PA.q) and yA = p+/MA is the

lightcone momentum fraction of the quark, relative to the nucleus which is in the rest

frame. The spectator mass 7712 is the mass of the 3/4 — 1 quark system. We do not know

however, an appropriate vertex for the nucleus-quark-spectator system. Such a vertex

should embody the information on the layered structure quark C nucleon C nucleus. At

best we can start with a momentum distribution of quarks in the nucleus, which in the

simplest case is a folding of the momentum distribution of nucleons in the nucleus and

that of quarks in the nucleon.

If the normalized momentum distribution in the nucleus:

(5.2)

i is known, the connection with DIS can be made by looking at the normalization for the
k
h quark distribution:

A possible identification is:

£

{5A)
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The fact that the integrand of eq. (5.2) is not zero for yA = (A/,4 — E2 + P3)/MA <

0, a problem in the connection between relativistic light front normalization and non-

relativistic instant form normalization is here neglected. Exploiting isospin symmetry,

the UA(XA) and dA(xA) "an be obtained form this by:

uA(xA) = nuqA(xA) (5.5)

= niqA(xA). (5.6)

Expressed in the nuclear structure scaling variable XA the support of the distributions is

0 < xA < 1 and the sum rules for the quark distributions are the standard ones.

/ dxAUA(XA) = "u / dxAqA(xA) = nu (5.7)
Jo Jo
/ dxAdA(xA) = nj / <ixA9/((j^) = "rf (5.8)

Jo Jo

J r\ (-1

1 dxAXA[uA(xA) + dA[xA)] = (nu + nd) d.rA.>-AqA(xA) = 1 (5.9)
0 Jo

Indeed, 9,4(1̂ 1) peaks at x0 « (jl/^ - mi)/MA « l/(«u + "d) in a constituent model.

So roughly qA{xA) =s I5(I — x0), consistent with eq. (5.9). The support of qA(xA) is 0 <

xA < 1. For the usual Bjorken variable x — (MA/M)xA this means 0 < x < MA/M > 1.

The nuclear structure function is given as:

£ (5.10)

In the simple case of a frozen nucleus (nucleons with zero momentum) one would have:

qA(xA) = ¥±q(x) (5.11)

iXA) = *?(*) (5-12)

and it is easily seen that F / reduces to

F2
A = ZFl(x) + NF{{x) (5.13)
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where Z and N are the numbers of protons and neutrons in the nucleus. Therefore the

ratios of structure functions discussed below for different nuclei (the EMC ratio) is:

(Z'FZ(x) + N'F?(x)) xAgA(xA)
) + NF?(x)) Ff(^Lx) ~ xA.qA,(xA.) (^>

and its deviations from unity constitute the nuclear effects in DIS.

5.3 Nuclear structure functions and the Pauli prin-
ciple

5.3.1 Antisymmetrization of the nuclear wave function

In order to determine the momentum distribution / (p) of the quarks in the nucleus, the

nuclear state has to be defined. By doing this in a second-quantization formalism the

Pauli principle is satisfied [65].

The creation operator for a nucleus with momentum P can be written in terms of

nucleon creation operators N^(pi) and a nuclear wave function r(pi. • • • ,pA):

= j j j d p 1 - - - d p A N H P l ) - • • N H p A ) r ( t n . - • - . p A ) , (5.15)

where ih» integration element dp represents cPp/(2jr)3. In order to avoid problems with

center of mass (CM) corrections the wave functions will assumed to be Gaussian. The

nucleon operators can be written in term of three quark operators 6':

Art(p) = fdki dk2 dk3 ̂ | 6l(k,) ij(k2) 6j(k:i) 4kt.k2.ka). (5.16)

where e.atc/\/6 is the completely antisymmetric color wave func*ion and the quark wave

function <6(fc],A:2,fc3) is completely specified by:

- p ) ,Y(k,;2/J2) >(k.\;W2/2) ^m-»«p*n, (5.17)

where the Jacobian coordinates p = ki + k2 + k3, kp = (ki - kj)/2 and k.v = (ki

2k3)/3 have been used. The Gaussian wave function

exp (-^k J) (5.18)
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is normalized to unity and 4>,pin-iaoapin is the symmetric spin-isospin wave function for the

nucleon. Because the elementary quark degrees of freedom satisfy the anticommutation

relation:

{6(k),6t(k')} = (23r)3«53(k-k') (5.19)

me nuclear state \A) = A*\Q) is antisymmetric under the exchange of any two quarks.

Furthermore the nucleon states |p) = jV(p)|0) are properly normalized.

T!,e normalization of the nuclear state is more complicated, because the nucleon

operators do not satisfy simple commutation relations. They suffer from complications

due to exchange terms of quarks of different nucleons. Therefore, if v(Pi,- - • ,PA) is

defined as (singling out two momenta):

0(p,,- • -,pA) = (2*f63(pl+pi + - ..+pA-P)x ^ p ] 2 ; _ i £ i _ j x ^k; ̂ ~- j • • •, (5.20)

with the CM coordinates:

(5.21)

A - 2 , . 2 _ „ „ .
P12 = —5— (Pi + P2) - -r(P3 + • • • + PA ) (5.22)

k = ( P I - P J ) / 2 , (5.23)

the normalization factor AT in (5.15) is not one. Its deviation from one is an example

of nuclear quark exchange effects. The contractions in (/l|.l) between quark operators

are shown in figure (5.1), if only only quark exchanges between different nucleons are

considered. Exchanges within one nucleon, or exchanges of two nucleons at once are

k already taken into account. More complicated exchange processes are assumed to be

small. The choice of the size parameter a is such that a = ,4 corresponds with identical

f single quark wave functions in the nucleus. The expression for A'2 becomes:

i
I AT2 = 1 - fEE, (5.24)
t

•| where

? E =
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+ exchanges involving
mote than two nucleons

Figure 5.1: Exchange effect in the normalization of the nuclear state.

C c
(C) (D)

Figure 5.2: Exchange effect in the nuclear structun function at high Q*.

and / E includes spin, isospin and combinatorial factors. For typical values (A = 3)

/E = 1/3, a = 2.5 fm and fi = 0.8 fm, the contribution of t he exchange terms is about

7%.

5.3.2 Exchange effects in nuclear structure functions

The quark momentum distribution / (p) , which is needed to define structure function

(5.10, 5.4) is in this formalism given by:

/(p) = 52(O\A(p)bUp)bdp)AHp)\O). (5.26)

This leading twist incoherent scattering process and the twist two exchange corrections

involving only two quarks are shown schematically in figure (5.2). The Fermi smearing

procedure fig. (5.2 A)is thus modified by the quark exchange effects fig. (5.2 B, C, D).

It was first noted by Jaffe [66] that the above exchange contributions affect the ratio of
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Nucleus
2H
3H
3He
4He

a
3.12
2.43
2.61
2.38

fm
fm
fm
fm

Table 5.1: Nuclear width parameters for light nuclei.

nuclear and nucleon structure functions and could be important in explanations deal-

ing with the EMC effect, which showed that the ratio did not follow the simple Fermi

smearing prediction.

Defining the normalized Gaussian:

/>(P,/J2) = \ 2 ( P ; £ 2 ) , (5.27)

the momentum distribution in the nucleon with width parameter $ is (using eqs. 5.16

and 5.17):

/,/w(p) = p(p, 3/2,32). (5.28)

In the nucleus with nuclear width a one obtains with eq. (5.15) for diagram (A) (no

exchange effects):

4 i y (5-29)
Including exchange effects the results needed to obtain the structure functions are:

•H : fW.!iiM+Mi (S.JO]

1 + 3

(' + « > * ; * + » ,5.32,

<•>**)?** +». «,33,

with the definitions:

9a0 \3/2

E = ((a* + 2P)(2a* + ;P)) ( 5 ' 3 4 )
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15
2h
Hi
14N

0.7
336.2
316.7
311.7

0.8
332.3
316.2
312.1

0.9
329.5
315.5
312.1

Table 5.2: Values of MA -

P
( 64a2/?W + d<) \
\p, A ( 7 Q 4 + 1 0 Q 2 ( 3 2 + ^ _ 2lj-n2a' + 31))

(5.35)

(5.36)

(5.37)

Recently antisymmetrization effects in the probability function / (p) have also been

calculated in a Gaussian (5.20) shell model for Hi and M.Y [26]. The resulting distri-

butions in the momentum space can be used to calculate structure functions and their

ratios. The nuclear scale parameter was also fixed by the mis radius of the nucleus. The

spectator mass was chosen such that the momentum sum rule (o.9) holds. In table (5.2)

the resulting values of MA — TTII a.K displayed. They are remarkably close to a constituent

quark mass.

The resulting distributions where then evolved from Ql = 0.063 GeV2 to Q2 =

10 GeV2 and compared with data. In fig. (5.3) the EMC ratio for 2H. Hi and I4A'

(0 = 0.8 /m) is shown relatively to a nucleon. The effect of rtiitisymmetrization for 2H

is a few %. For Hi and 14N the effect is negligible.

In figure (5.4) the EMC ratios for Hi and UN relatively to 2// can be seen for

j5 = 0.8 fm. They are compared with NMC data [67] and SLAC data [68]. The results

have an overall correct behavior, despite the simplicity of the model: the ratio crosses

1 around x = 0.25, is smaller than 1 beyond that value. This behavior of the model

distributions is mainly due to kinematical constraints.
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the latter being the impulse approximation).



Chapter 6

Summary, conclusions and outlook.

The fundamental theory that describes the behavior of quarks and gluons in nuclei, quan-

tum chromodynamics (QCD) has not yet been solved. At hig'i energy scales the theory is

well defined and renormalizable. Due to asymptotic freedom separable quantities (maybe

after summation of a subset of diagrams) are calculable using perturbation theory. An

example of this is the Q2 dependence of the structure functions in deep inelastic scatter-

ing (DIS). The anomalous dimensions of local operators, of which the expectation values

are related to moments of the structure functions have been calculated in perturbative

QCD and agree with the measured results.

Observables that cannot be described in perturbation theoiiy as a series in a, are

the shape of the structure functions at fixed Q2 and the nucleon form factors. This

also holds for the structure of the vacuum, that is highly iion trivial and plays a major

role in any fundamental description of the behavior of quarks and gluons in baryons

and mesons. Although techniques have been developed that can deal with properties

of the nonperturbative QCD vacuum, such as lattice gauge theory, QCD sum rules, the

inclusion of instantons, the expansion in large Nc or a small box parameter, one is still

far away from a full understanding.

This does not prevent people from using effective models, that can describe a limited

number of observables reasonably well. In DIS the quarks and gluons move freely on

the lightcone. They can therefore in a first approximation be treated as non interacting

particles, partons, of which the momentum distributions are directly obtained from the
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structure functions. Although this model gives a nice physical interpretation of the

structure functions in the Bjorken limit and the SU(6) or 5f'(4) (neglecting strangeness)

symmetry relates various properties of b&ryons, it does not make predictions about the

momentum distributions themselves or about the breaking of SU(i) symmetry. Based

on 5(7(6) symmetry, successful in the explanation of hadron spectroscopy, the baryon

only consists of three valence quarks. The analysis of the structure functions however

shows the presence of gluons and quark-antiquark (qq) pairs that can carry more than

50% of the momentum of the proton.

This does not have to be inconsistent, if the valence 5('(4) picture is considered as a

low energy model of which the scale dependence is described by the renormalization group

equations (RGE). This perturbative RGE analysis leads for the structure functions to

the Gribov-Lipatov-Altarelli-Parisi equations (GLAP), which can be solved numerically.

So at a low energy scale Ql there are only valence quarks while sea quarks and gluons are

generated through the GLAP equations in going to the experimental high energy scale.

Recently important modifications of the standard GLAP treatment have been considered,

such as the influence of the U(\) axial anomaly on the polarized quark distributions or

the effect of recombination of gluons at low Bjorken x.

Apart from the connection between low and high energy models the influence of i.he

system that is not hit, the spectator, has been investigated in this thesis. At the low

energy scale Ql the two quarks that are not hit still feel a mutual interaction that can

be describtd by one gluon exchange and leads to the lifting of the mass degeneracy of

the diquark system. Due to the Pauli principle the spin and isospin of the diquark have

to be equal. Extrapolating from the baryon spectrum (e. g. in a bag model), the mass

difference of the S(inglet) and T(riplet) diquarks is about "200 Me V. Because the diquark

is connected with the quark and the nucleon through the quark-diquark-nucleon vertex,

where momentum is conserved, this leads to a non-trivial spin and isospin structure of the

quark distributions. In particular predictions can be made about the ratios F£
2

5 and Ap(x), that are sensitive to breaking of SU(4) symmetry. These turn out to be

i insensitive to the particular choice of the the quark-diquark-nucleon vertex. A related



phenomenon is the form factor of the neutron, which vanishes if i>'l'(l) symmetry holds.

In that case the two down quarks are exactly on top of the up quark so that the charge

densities cancel. Due to the difference between the S and T components, the up and down

distributions are shifted, giving rise to a non-zero charge distribution in the neutron.

The obtained values of F^ix)/ F^ix) and Av(x) compare reasonably well to the ex-

perimental values and are clearly an improvement of the constant results of the SU(4)

symmetric parton model. The sea and gluon distributions, however, are too soft, as for

instance can be seen in the comparison of the calculated F%(x) with the recent NMC

measurements. The unitarity violating peak at low x vanishes if gluon recombination

is taken into account, but clearly strength is missing at J- < 0.1. This situation can be

improved within the spectator model, at the cost of introducing heavier spectator states,

of which the relative contributions are not prescribed by soim1 symmetry argument. The

wave functions of these states are unknown, so one can always get a good fit to the data

at .T < 0.1 by introducing them. No attempt has been made in this thesis to do that.

Instead it is shown that already a minimal modification of the >('(4) symmetric picture

through the color magnetic interaction in the spectator system can explain nontrivial

observables.

The spectator model has also been applied to the nuclear structure functions in this

thesis. The spectator then is the 3̂ 4 — 1 quark system. Recently the role of quark anti-

symmetriziition in nuclei has been investigated. The resulting momentum distribution of

the quarks can be related to the structure functions in DIS and be evolved to experimen-

tally available scales using the GLAP equations. The ratios of the structure functions

are not constant. This is partly due to the motion of the inicleons in the nucleus (Fermi

motion), which is A dependent and partly to the antisynnnHiization of all the quarks in

the nucleus. The ratios show the same tendencies as the experimentally observed ones,

despite the simplicity of the quark and nucleon wave functions.

Without a dynamical principle it is hard to obtain any progress with the specator

model. In bag models the energy of a bag with e.g. three quarks in it is known as a

function of the bag radius. The influence of the nonpertuibative vacuum is parametrized
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through the vacuum pressure, which competes with the pressure of the quarks in the

bag against the boundary. The equations of motion then require a minimization of the

energy and a stable bag emerges for various quark configurations. A similar situation in

the spectator model might use the second moments of the structure functions in DIS,

which in the rest frame corresponds to the energy carried by quarks and gluons. The

quark and gluon distributions alone are of course not sufficient, because the mimimum

of the sum of the second moments as a functional of the parton distributions is found

if they all are proportional to delta functions at x = 0. This corresponds to a wave

function spatially extended to infinity (at least along the lightrone). Clearly confinement

is missing and a mechanism is needed to prevent this collapse to .r = 0.

The collapse of the gluons might be prevented by considering gluon recombination,

which already has shown to be able to prevent this collapse in the Q* evolution. The idea

is then that in regions where the gluons become too dense it is favorable to recombine

gluons.

In conclusion, the spectator model for DIS in its simplest form can be used to quantify

many interesting phenomena that are related to nonperturbative aspects of QCD such

as the shape of quark and gluon distributions. It could be the starting point for other

more detailed applications including higher twist contributions and possible dynamical

approaches to quark-gluon interactions.



Appendix A

Conventions

Metric

The metric tensor g*" is defined as:

1 0 0 0
„„ i 0 - 1 0 0 - , . .

9 = 1 0 0 - 1 0 I ( A 1 )

0 0 0 - 1

The notation of co- and contravariant four vectors is:

(A.2)

(A.3)

Levi-Civita pseudotensor

The totally antisymmetric Levi-Civita pseudotensor is defined in the following way:

1 +1 if {/i,j/,p,cr} is an even permutation of {0.1,2,3}
- 1 if it is an odd permutation (A.4)

0 otherwise

Pauli and Dirac matrices

The Pauli spin matrices a are:

i ( 0 i \ 2 ( 0 -i \ 3 (I 0 \ , . . .

S3
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The Dirac matrices 75, -y" and a"", with:

75 = 75 = - ^ W 7 ' 7 " 7 ' l ' (A.6)

»"" = ^h^i (A.7)

are in the standard representation:

7° = <r3®/ (A.8)

71 = Z<T2®<T' (A.9)

7
5 =

(A.ll)

(A.12)



Appendix B

Linear combinations of structure
functions

It is useful to classify the structure functions in electron-nucleon scattering according to

the polarization of the virtual photon:

W+(x,Q2) = e«+'-H"«V!+» (B.I)

W_{x,Q2) = «<,->•«"»«<,-> (B.2)

WL(x,Q2) = t ^ r - e ^ , (B.3)

for right and left handed transverse photons and longitudinal photons respectively. If

the contributions from the symmetric and anti-symmetric parts of W"" are separated

explicitly one has the following independent elements:

= Wx (B.4)

= 0 (B.5)

= -Wx + Wt^ (B.6)

} (B.7)

and for the antisymmetric part:

j W<% = -n'iMrGt-Q'G,) (B.8)

' Wltl) = -^•(nk-ir?)[MGl+vGi) (B.9)

j W[£L) = 0' (B1°)
\
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This holds in the rest frame of the nucleon, where the photons three momentum is along

the negative z axes:

q» = («fl,0,0,«3) = (« ' .M,- |q | ) (B.ll)

P" = (M,0,0,0) (B.12)

n" = (0,n\n2,n3). (B.13)

The right and left handed and the longitudinal polarization vectors are respectively:

Note that in order to distinguish G\ and G2 one also needs transversely polarized nu-

cleons, for which n has components along the x or y axis. Other often used linear

combinations of the structure functions are the dimensionlrss functions:

F, = MWi (B.17)

F2 = i/ttj (B.18)

F3 = MW3, (B.19)

for >he unpolarized structure functions (F3 only appears in neutrino scattering) and

5, = M2uGx (B.20)

g2 = A/e2G2 (B.21)

in the polarized case. Furthermore one can define in both cases:

(B.22)

(B.23)



Appendix C

The phase space integral

The integral

in the target rets frame can be written as a one dimensional integral, using the delta func-

tion and azymuthal symmetry. In the Bjorken limit the components of q* = (i/, 0,0, — |q|)

become large with v —» oo and Q2 —* oo and their ratio i = Q2l('2Mv) fixed. For the

lightfront momentum components 9* = q° ± q3 behave like: if = u +

and <?+ = </- v/j'2 + <32 -» -Jtf*.

The above integral can now simply be rewritten to

4TT 7o 2bi 7-|p| 2|q|

with

n?2

y =

z =

w2 =

zx + y

M + v
|q|

W2 + m\ -
2m2|q|

(P + g)2 = M
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2 + 2.1/1/ - Q2.

(C.4)

(C.5)

(C.6)

(C.7)

(C.8)
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. • 1 . 0

10 -

-0.5 0.0

0.0

•0.5

Figure C.I: The integration area (grey) in p2 at Q3 = 10 GeV2 , which is bounded from
below by p^ i n and from above by p ^ M .

The value of p3 must be within the integration limits for p3 in order for the delta function

to give a nonvanishing contribution. This occurs for p i < p2 < p+ with

= El±-m\

— m2Z±

-xy±,f; + y1 -

(C.9)

(CIO)

(C.ll)

The integration area in p2 is shown as a function of the Bjorken variable x in fig. (C.I).

At i = 1 the integration region is zero, so there the structure functions vanish. The

upper limit hardly influences the result because it cuts off high p 2 at values which are

much larger then typical hadronic scales. The peak of the distributions is at p2(i) = 0.

so at i = (M — vn.2)[M. Negative x values are also plotted but are not physical.

In the Bjorken limit the expressions for £Jjmoi and E2m,n simplify to:

Q2 , M 2 ( l - j r 2 ) - . n J

2Mx

' m m 2M(l- . r ) '

So finally the integration yields at x > 0:

<*p2_ J _
2E2 2|q| ' ' ' '

(C.12)

(C.13)

(C.14)



Appendix D

Mathematical details of the GLAP
equations

In lowest order in a the RGE (3.3) can be written in a general notation as:

The r dependent operator O(T) acts in the space of partonic distribution functions. The

purpose of this appendix is to investigate for which O[T) the general solution (3.7) is

valid.

Integrating the r dependence formally yields:

q(x,T) = q(x,r0) + fdn [O(r,)q(.. r,)] [.,•]. (D.2)

in which r0 is an arbitrary reference point. This last equat ion can be solved iteratively.

Take as the "zero'th" guess:

qo(x,T) = q(i .ro) = q(.r). (D.3)

The first guess will then be the right hand side of (D.2), with q(.r, T) replaced oy q(x):

q,(i ,r) = q(*) + f drt [0(r,)q(.)][.,-]. (D.4)

It is already clear at this point that the integral over r can be performed independent

of the T dependence of q(z, T). The question to be solved here is only under what

circumstances this can be done in an effective way. One restriction is that O(T) is linear,
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which is not the case in the low gluon density limit (section (3.5)), where the twist 2 "2

gluon distribution" is replaced by the square of the one gluon distribution. In principle

however the RGE (3.3) is always linear. In the case of a linear O(T) one can write:

<u(x,r) = (D.4) +£dT1[0(r1)£'<fr2O(T2)q(.)][*] (D.5)

= (D.4) +r<*n rdM0(r,)0(n,)q(.)][x]. (D.6)

The solution in this case will be:

q(r,r) = Jim qn(x, r) (D.7)

= f; f drx PdT2--- I*"''dTn[OiT,)O(T2)---O{Tn)q(.))[x}. (D.8)

The operator which occurs in the n'h term can be simplified using a formula which is

well known from quantum field theory:

rcfr, r dr2... r~' d^o^o^)... OM=-r \ r

In which the right hand side inherits the ordering r > rx > T2 • • • > Tn > To (denoted

by T) from the left hand side, due to the fact that the operators O{T) at different r

do not commute. In the case of the GLAP equations they do commute because the

decomposition O(T) = f(r)O can be made. In that case the u"1 term can be written as

f dTX r dr2--- f'1 dTnO(rx)O[T2) • • • O(rn) = -O" \f /(r, )rfr,]" , (D.10)

leading to the solution:

q(i,r) = exp \JT f(rx)dr^ q(..). (D.ll)

It is thus seen that the relatively simple exponential solution (D.ll, 3.7) only exists if

O(T) is a linear operator which can be written as O(T) = f(r)O.
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Samenvatting

De fundamentele theorie die het gedrag van quarks en gluonen in kernen beschrijft,

quantum electrodynamica (QCD) is tot nu toe nog niet opgelost. Bij hoge energieën is

de theorie goed gedefinieerd en renormaliseerbaar. Dankzij asymptotische vrijheid zijn

separeerbare 'mogelijk na het sommeren van een deel van alle diagrammen) groothe-

den berekenbaar in storingstheorie. Een voorbeeld hiervan is de Q2 afhankelijkheid van

de structuurfuncties in diep inelastische verstroo-ing (DIS). De anomale dimensies van

lokale operatoren, waarvan de verwachtingswaarden gerelateerd zijn aan momenten van

de structuurfuncties, zijn berekend met behulp van perturbatieve QCD en komen overeen

met de experimentele resultaten.

Observabelen die niet beschreven kunnen worden met gebruikmaking v?.n storingsre-

kening zijn de vorm van de structuurfuncties bij vaste Q2 en de nucléon vormfactoren.

Dat geldt al voor het vacuum, dat een niet triviale structuur heeft er een hoofdrol speelt

in iedere fundamentele beschrijving van het gedrag van quarks en gluonen in baryonen

en mesonen. Alhoewel er technieken ontwikkeld zijn die bepaalde eigenschappen van het

niet perturbatieve vacuum aankunnen, zoals roosterberekeningen. QCD som regels, het

meenemen van instantonen, een ontwikkeling in l/Nc in de limiet van veel kleuren, of de

opsluiting in een doosje, is een volledig begrip nog lang niet bereikt.

i' Toch bestaan er effectieve modellen, die een aantal observabelen redelijk goed kun-

nen beschrijven. In DIS bewegen de quarks zich vrij op de lichtkegel. Ze kunnen bij

benadering beschouwd worden als niet wisselwerkende deeltjes, partonen, waarvan de

impulsverdelingen direct verkregen kunnen worden uit de structuurfuncties. Alhoewel

.' dit een goede fysische interpretatie oplevert van de structuurfuncties in de Bjorken li-

? miet en de SU(6) of SU(4) (als vreemdheid genegeerd wordt) symmetrie verscheidene

S eigenschappen van de baryonen relateert, worden er geen voorspellingen gedaan over

: de impulsverdelingen zelf of over het gebroken zijn van de 5t'(4) symmetrie. In het

\ SU(6) symmetrische model, dat succesvol is door de verklaring die het geeft van het
ï
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baryonspectrum, bestaat het baryon slechts uit drie valentiequarks. De analyse van de

structuurfuncties wijst echter uit dat er ook gluonen en quark antiquark paren zijn, die

meer dan 50% van de impuls van het nucléon dragen.

Dit hoeft niet tegenstrijdig te zijn als het valentie SU{4) beeld beschouwd wordt

als een model voor lage energieën, waarbij de schaalafhankelijkheid beschreven wordt

via renormalisatie groep methoden (RGE). Voor de structuurfuncties leiden de renorma-

lisatiegroep vergelijkingen tot de Gribov-Lipatov-Altarelli-Parisi (GLAP) vergelijkingen,

die numeriek opgelost kunnen worden. In dit geval zijn er dus bij lage energieën alleen

valentiequarks, terwijl zee quarks en gluonen gegenereerd worden in de evolutie naar de

hoge energieschalen waarbij de experimenten plaatsvinden. Recentelijk zijn er belangrijke

modificaties gevonden van de standaard GLAP vergelijkingen, zoals de bijdrage van de

U(l) axiale anomalie in de gepolariseerde quark verdelingen en het effect van het fuseren

van gluonen bij lage x.

Afgezien van het verband tussen modellen bij de lage en hoge energie schaal wordt de

invloed van het systeem dat niet bij de botsing betrokken is. de 'spectator', beschouwd in

dit proefschrift. Bij lage energieën voelen de quarks die niet geraakt worden een weder-

zijdse wisselwerking die beschreven kan worden door het uitwisselen van gluonen, en leidt

tot het opheffen van de massa ontaarding van het diquark systeem. Het Pauli principe

heeft tot gevolg dat de spin en isospin van het diquark gelijk moeten zijn. Uitgaande

van het N — A massaverschil vindt men een massaverschil tussen het 5inglet en Triplet

diquark van ongeveer 200 MeV. Doordat het diquark verbonden is met het nucléon en

het quark door de quark-diquark-nucleon vertex, waar de impuls behouden is, ontstaat

er een niet triviale spin en isospin structuur in de quark verdelingen. In het bijzonder

kunnen er voorspellingen gedaan worden over de verhoudingen F"(x)/Ff(x) en Ap(x), die

gevoelig zijn voor het gebroken zijn van de S(7(4) symmetrie. Deze voorspellingen blijken

ongevoelig te zijn vooor de keuze van de quark-diquark-nucleon vertex. Gerelateerd

hieraan is de neutron vormfactor, die verdwijnt als SU{4) symmetrie geldig is. In dat

geval vallen de twee down quark verdelingen precies over de up quark verdeling heen en

de ladingsdichtheden heffen elkaar op. Ten gevolge van de verschillen tussen de 5 en T
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diquarks, vallen de up en down verdelingen niet meer precies over elkaar, waardoor er

een ladingverdeling in het neutron ontstaat.

De verkregen waarden van / ^ ( I J / F ^ Ï ) komen kwalitatief overeen met de experi-

mentele gegevens en zijn duidelijk beter dan de constante SU(A) symmetrische resultaten

van het parton model. De zee en gluon verdelingen zijn echter duidelijk te zacht zoals

bijvoorbeeld te zien is als de berekende F%(x) vergeleken wordi'. met de recente NMC

metingen. Alhoewel de sterke piek bij lage x, die unitariteit schendt, verdwijnt als fusie

van de gluonen in rekening wordt gebracht, is er te weinig sterkte bij x < 0.1. Deze situ-

atie kan verbeterd worden binnen het 'spectator' model door zwaardere spectators mee

te nemen in de berekening. De relatieve bijdrage hiervan is echter onbekend. Het is altijd

mogelijk een goede fit aan de data bij i < 0.1 te krijgen door ad hoc nieuwe golffuncties

te introduceren. Dat is hier niet gedaan. Het punt is dat minimale en nodige modi-

ficaties van SU(4) symmetrie door de kleur-magnetische wisselwerking al niet triviale

observabelen kan voorspellen.

Het 'spectator' model is ook toegepast op de structuurfuncties van kernen in dit

proefschrift. De 'spectator' is dan een 3-4 - 1 quark systeem. Recentelijk is de rol

van quark antisymmetrisatie in kernen onderzocht. De resulterende impulsverdelingen

van de quarks kunnen gerelateerd worden aan de structuurfuncties in DIS en worden

geëvolueerd naar de experimenteel beschikbare energie schalen met behulp van de GLAP

f vergelijkingen. De verhoudingen van structuurfuncties van verschillende kernen zijn niet

t constant. Gedeeltelijk wordt veroorzaakt door de beweging van de nucleonen in de kern

• (Fermi beweging), die afhankelijk is van het massagetal .4. maar ook gedeeltelijk door

• het antisymmetriseren van alle quarks in de kern. De berekende verhoudingen vertonen
i

• dezelfde tendensen als het experiment, ondanks de eenvoud van de gebruikte nucléon- en

' quark-golffuncties.

f Zonder een dynamisch princiepe is het niet goed mogelijk meer inzicht te verkrijgen

i met het spectator model. In het 'bag' model is de energie van een 'bag' met daarin

ï b.v. drie valentiequarks bekend als functie van de 'bag' straal. De invloed van het niet-

j p^rturbatieve vacuum wordt geparametriseerd door de vacuum druk, die de druk van
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de quarks tegen de wand van de 'bag' opheft. De bewegingsvergelijkingen vereisen dan

een minimalisatie van de energie, wat aanleiding geeft tot een stabiele 'bag' voor allerlei

quark configuraties. Een soortgelijke benadering in het spectator model zou gebruik

maken van de tweede momenten van de structuurfuncties in DIS, die in het ruststelsel

corresponderen met de energieën die door de quarks en gluonen gedragen worden. De

quark en gluon verdelingen alleen zijn niet voldoende, omdat het minimum van de som

van de tweede momenten als functionaal van de parton verdelingen gevonden wordt als

ze allemaal evenredig zijn met delta functies bij x = 0.

Het instorten van de gluonverdelingen zou voorkomen kunnen worden door het mee-

nemen van gluon recombinatie. Dit proces verhindert een explosie van de gluonen bij

lage i in het geval van de Q2 evolutie. Het idee is dan dat in gebieden waar de gluon

dichtheden te groot worden het energetisch voordelig is voor de gluonen om te fuseren.

Concluderend kan het specator model voor DIS in zijn eenvoudigste vorm gebruikt

worden om vele interessante verschijnselen die gerelateerd zijn aan niet-perturbatieve

aspecten van QCD, zoals de vorm van de quark en gluon verdelingen te kwantificeren.

Het kan verder dienen als startpunt voor meer gedetailleerde berekeningen b.v. door

hogere twist bijdragen mee te nemen of een dynamisch princiepe te implementeren.
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